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ABSTRACT
Individual differences in coping with large multimodal conflicts in a spatial orientation paradigm
by
Cassandra Engstrom
Advisor: Tony Ro
This study examined how humans respond to large 180º disparities between internally generated
self-motion cues and external landmarks in a navigation task. Subjects learned the locations of 4
objects in a virtual environment, navigating back to these sites in a testing phase that probed their
sense of direction at dead-ends. In select (incongruent) trials, subjects’ virtual rotations were
mirrored relative to their physical turns, forcing them to navigate along separate virtual and
physical trajectories. On these trials, subjects were either instructed to navigate using their
memory of the required turn sequence (proprioceptive instructions) or the external environment
(visual instructions).
Subjects fell into two categories based on whether they required clarification about how they
should be orienting at endpoints in incongruent trials. The clarification group achieved higher
accuracy under congruent conditions and appeared to prefer the visual modality in incongruent
trials. This group performed similarly regardless of pathway geometry, and was more prone to
modality discounting. The other group yielded higher errors in congruent conditions, performed
differentially depending on pathway geometry, tended to place more weight on the
proprioceptive modality, and was prone to modality averaging. Both groups modulated their
modality weighting based on navigation instructions.
This study supports the position that human individuals employ different strategies when
navigating under cue conflict conditions. It demonstrates that individuals who rely on visual
landmarks commit smaller errors (and are less sensitive to trajectory shape) than individuals who
rely on internal self-motion feedback when orienting, who also demonstrated greater propensity
for cue averaging. These findings suggest that there may be individual differences in the internal
representation of space, including how it is accessed and encoded online.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Returning home after exploratory excursions is a crucial survival skill for all species.
That the location of food sources, mates, and other relevant goals often fluctuate necessitates
unplanned spatial search behaviors that, due to their stochasticity, cannot be supported by
procedural learning. Animals must therefore keep track of their position and direction relative to
some reference location. Although humans often procure needed resources from stable locations,
exploration of any kind - in a new city, along a novel route, around newly established obstacles requires the same tracking mechanisms. While humans and other animals are often guided by
external landmarks - prominent visual, olfactory, or tactile features that define a point in space they can also rely on transient signals generated by their own movement. This latter capacity,
known as path integration (Mittelstaedt & Mittelstaedt, 1980) constantly and spontaneously
tracks position and orientation relative to goal sites using self-motion or idiothetic inputs
(Etienne & Jeffery, 2004). In mammals, idiothetic input derives from the vestibular organs
(detecting rotational and translational acceleration), receptors in the muscles, joints, and tendons
(proprioception), vision (linear and radial optic flow), and descending motor commands
(efference copies). Together, these inputs track an individual’s movement independent of their
surroundings, a skill that becomes useful when navigating in darkness, over featureless terrain,
or in an environment characterized by flux or instability. Path integration is also used to encode
the ‘coordinates’ of landmarks as well as to cross-validate predictions about their learned
locations. But what happens when landmarks compete with path integration? Currently, it is not
clear which modality humans more willingly rely on when they are put in conflict. The purpose
of this study was to probe this question by disassociating human subjects’ visual and physical
trajectories in space and measuring the consequences on their spatial orientation sense. The
1

following subsections are included to introduce this problem by referencing relevant work in
humans and animals, including behavioral and physiological paradigms.
1.1 Error accumulation and resetting of the path integrator
Species as diverse as mantis shrimp (Jundi, 2020) fish, bees, spiders, desert ants, dogs,
hamsters, rats, and humans (Etienne & Jeffery, 2004) have demonstrated the capacity for path
integration. Path integration is not without limitations, however, and tends to accumulate error
with increases in path length (Harootonian et al., 2020; Rössler, 2013; Souman et al., 2009;
Stangl et al., 2020; Wehner & Rössler, 2013), number of turns (Kimchi et al. 2004; Klatsky et
al., 1990; Meilinger et al., 2018; Wan et al., 2010) or magnitude of turn angle (Loomis et al.,
1993; Péruch et al., 1997). This defect is due to the recursive nature of the path integration
algorithm (Etienne et al., 1998), which updates current estimates based on detected changes,
both of which may be erroneous. Beyond simply guiding animals during navigation, external
(allothetic) landmarks are therefore believed to ‘reset’ the path integrator following natural drifts
in the signal. These resets can abruptly divert the behavior of foraging animals (Etienne et al.,
2000), and even update the neural representation of an animal’s location – coded by hippocampal
‘place cells’ (O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971), an animal’s orientation – coded by the ‘head
direction’ (HD) cells (Taube et al., 1990) or even the distance an animal has travelled – coded by
entorhinal ‘grid cells’ (Hafting et al., 2005). Even without access to information about the
external environment, place, grid, and HD cells are capable of sustaining spatial representations,
as evidenced by the continuation of place (Quirk et al., 1990) and HD cell (Golob & Taube,
1999) coding in the dark, albeit corrupted by cumulative noise.
1.2 Humans integrate idiothetic inputs to support novel route discovery
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Spatial memory gained through path integration is in most species constrained to direct
experience. In other words, most animals don’t appear to ‘mentally link’ locations that have not
been visited in sequence, at least when relying on idiothetic input. For example, after completing
an outbound journey with two goal sites in darkness, hamsters will take inefficient routes back to
their nest, often stopping at the intermediate locations they visited on their way out (Etienne et
al., 2000). While animals can discover novel shortcuts following manipulations to the mazes
they are trained in (Lashley, 1929; Tolman et al., 1946), these behaviors probably depended on
allothetic cues that were never controlled for (Warren, 2019). Perhaps only humans have
demonstrated the ability to discover novel routes using pure path integration. For example, a 2yr old congenitally blind child learned the locations of 3 objects, identifiable by their tactile
properties, from a single home location. Over time, she could navigate between these objects
without returning home (Landau et al., 1984). Therefore, humans are capable of planning
journeys by applying vector addition (Etienne et al., 1998) to idiothetic memory representations.
1.3 Modality discounting in the face of cue conflict
How idiothetic and allothetic cues interact when both are available has been studied
extensively, and particularly by placing these two sources of information in conflict. Concordant
with ecological limitations, the behavior of the path integrator in response to cue conflicts will
differ depending on the size - and therefore likely cause - of the discrepancy. While small
discrepancies are, in ecological settings, likely to arise from errors intrinsic to the path integrator,
large discrepancies are more likely to indicate dynamism in the environment (Etienne and
Jeffery, 2004). In the former case, idiothetic cues should be overridden by external references. In
the latter case, external references should be disregarded, either heeding to internal tracking
mechanisms or triggering new search behaviors - the kind that accompany exploration of a new
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environment. Both responses have been observed in the behavior and neurophysiology of
artificially disoriented animals. For example, hamsters will rely on visual landmarks when
homing as long as they have been offset no more than 90º relative to self-motion cues (Etienne,
1990). When this discrepancy exceeds 90º, however, most hamsters will either rely on path
integration or home somewhat randomly. The same reliance on visual cues given smaller
discrepancies (and reliance on path integration given larger discrepancies) has been observed in
rats (Shettleworth & Sutton, 2005) and fiddler crabs (Hisashi et al., 2017). An exception to this
pattern, however, seems to arise in scenarios with a rich array of landmarks. While it is
somewhat likely for a single visual landmark to change locations, this coincidence becomes more
and more improbable as multiple landmarks, and in the exact same arrangement, shift in concert.
Rats therefore appear to maintain their reliance on visual landmarks, even at large 180º
discrepancies, when these landmarks are arranged in a consistent array (Suzuki et al., 1980).
Humans also maintain their sense of direction relative to object arrays that expand and translate
but maintain their configural relationships. After learning that a target object can be found at the
center of an array, humans will continue to search at the array center despite shifts in the spatial
coordinates of the center due to array expansion (Spetch et al., 1996). What these findings
suggest is that humans and animals follow multimodal integration rules that factor in the
probability of an event given experience. Such rules can also be assigned to specific objects, as
spatially unstable landmarks gradually lose their influence over an animal’s behavior (Biegler &
Morris, 1993) as well as HD and place cell activity (Jeffery, 1998; Taube & Burton, 1995).
Besides modulating behavior, cue conflicts can also trigger changes in activity at the
neural level. When a rat is rotated by 45º relative to visual cues, place and HD cells will update
accordingly with vision. Rotating the rat by a larger margin, however (between approximately
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135º and 180º) will cause place cells to ‘remap’, a phenomenon whereby the ‘place fields’ of
these specialized cells – the region of the environment they selectively activate for - change in
size, shape, or spatial location (Knierim et al., 1998). Interestingly, however, this is only the case
when the rotation is rapid enough to exceed the ‘threshold’ of vestibular stimulation (the
acceleration required for change detection by the semicircular canals). Place fields will
continuously track and update according to allothetic cues at sub-threshold (undetectable)
rotation rates, even when the magnitude of rotation is 180º. Conflicting results, however, have
shown that place fields remain stationary following the 180º rotation of a cue card (Rotenburg &
Muller, 1997). Which outcome occurs may depend on how the 180º discrepancy is induced – i.e.:
by rotation of the rat on a ‘turntable’ (Knierim et al., 1998), triggering place field remapping, or
by rotation of the cue card by the experimenter (Rotenburg & Muller, 1997), ensuring place field
stationarity. Compared to place cells, HD cells appear to behave even more inconsistently
following modality conflicts: sometimes updating their representation of heading relative to
visual cues, sometimes relative to self-motion feedback, and sometimes relative to an
intermediate angle between the two (Kniereim et al., 1998; Taube & Burton, 1995).
1.4 Bayesian integration of multimodal cues – weighting or discounting strategies
Animals frequently discount unimodal information in what is known as a ‘winner take
all’ multimodal integration policy (Collett et al., 1986; Salzman & Newsome, 1994). However,
there are other scenarios where they incorporate competing information from two or more
sources in a way that considers source reliability. Many theoretical models have employed
concepts from Bayesian statistics to explain this kind of multimodal integration. A Bayesian
integration policy is one that weighs sensory inputs based on their variability – a feature that is
learned over time - before making final feature judgments. In humans, this phenomenon has been
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demonstrated in experiments that put auditory and visual signals (Alais & Burr, 2004), and visual
and haptic signals (Ernst & Banks, 2002) in conflict, measuring the influence each modality had
on perception. Consistent with Bayesian predictions, it has been repeatedly shown that the
weighting of single modalities can be modulated by the injection of noise (where noise increases
variance) or the enrichment of information (where redundant information decreases variance).
Averaging modalities in a weighted fashion, however, is not always the optimal response to
conflicts. For example, animals rarely home in a direction that reflects the angular mean between
discrepant idiothetic and allothetic cues - this acknowledges the futility of averaging in
ecologically probable scenarios. The exception is in scenarios of small cue offsets. For example,
Bayesian-like multimodal integration has been observed in adults reconciling 15º conflicts
between landmarks and internal self-motion cues (Nardini et al., 2008) and 10º conflicts between
‘optic flow’ and visual beacons (Warren et al., 2001). The former case was argued to be
Bayesian in that averaging reduced response variability across trials, apparently improving the
precision of responses. Conversely, the latter case was argued to be Bayesian in that the
weighting of optic flow information was directly modulated by its level of enrichment, or the
density of discrete optic features. When subjects were presented with a virtual scene where the
locus of radial expansion (the mechanism of optic flow) was continuously offset relative to the
subject’s heading, whether they adjusted their trajectory to orient directly towards distant
beacons (goal locations), or to steer the locus of optical expansion back in alignment with their
desired destination depended on how much optic flow was available. Populating the virtual
world with more visual information incrementally increased the influence of optic flow on
subjects’ trajectories, presumably because optical feedback became more statistically reliable.
Interestingly, the capacity to integrate multimodal cues appears to be solidified during
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development and is not necessarily innate. In an experimental paradigm that rotated a
constellation of illuminated shapes in a dark room prior to a tasked return trip, adult humans but
not younger children integrated idiothetic and allothetic cues, walking along the vector
representing their weighted average (Nardini et al., 2008).
1.5 Abstract spatial axes may be employed during reorientation
When orienting towards learned locations, humans are strongly swayed by the spatial
reference frame implied by their environment. During judgment of relative direction (JRD) tasks,
humans will perform best when invited to align their imagined heading with one preference
direction, as well as the directions orthogonal and diametrically opposite (but not diagonal) to it
(McNamara, 2002). Moreover, what preference direction they choose is influenced by how they
first enter the environment, as well as its layout (Meilinger et al., 2014; Shelton & McNamara,
2001). For example, when tasked to recall the direction of buildings on a campus oriented on the
North-South axis, most subjects performed best when imagining they were facing North
(Marchette et al., 2011), and to a smaller degree the other cardinal directions. This supports one
of Gallistel’s (1990) earlier claims that humans extract the major and minor axes of an
environment, using these abstract dividing lines to organize spatial learning.
1.6 Different modalities exert different levels of control on orientation sense
Decades of research support the position that humans can - to some degree - track
position, heading, and distance using vision, proprioception, or vestibular stimulation in isolation
(Berthoz et al., 1995; Loomis et al., 1993; Péruch et al., 1997). But are these modalities equally
accurate? Early experiments evaluated differences in survey knowledge between subjects
navigating along a large-scale virtual pathway with vision only, vision and vestibular stimulation
(via wheelchair ambulation) or vision, vestibular input, and a full ‘podokinetic’ experience
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(walking), where podokinetic refers to the combination of proprioceptive and motor efferent
feedback (Weber et al., 1998). Other studies (Waller & Greenauer, 2007; Waller et al., 2004)
found minimal differences in the capacity to redraw maps and judge distances between these
groups, while accuracy on a pointing exercise was significantly greater for podokinetic subjects.
Using a similar setup, other research groups found significant differences in the ability to infer
direct shortcuts to locations learned in a complex maze with the addition of podokinetic, but not
vestibular information compared to a control group viewing the spatial sequence on a monitor
(Chrastil & Warren, 2013). The finding that podokinetic feedback appears to have greater
influence over orientation sense compared to vestibular feedback reinforces the finding that the
homing capacity of labyrinthine-defective humans resembles that of healthy individuals
(Glasauer et al., 1994), and that an added vestibular component does not improve orientation
accuracy in subjects viewing a recorded car trip through a neighborhood (Waller et al., 2003).
Moreover, the dissociation between the capacity to make egocentric (self-object) vs. allocentric
(object-to-object) judgments has been replicated in studies that compare pointing task- and
survey knowledge-performance between subjects wearing virtual reality (VR) headsets on
omnidirectional treadmills and interacting with desktop VR (Huffman & Ekstrom, 2019).
While podokinetic feedback does strengthen spatial mapping, it’s not clear whether
BOTH rotational and translational movements, relative to just rotational movements,
significantly improves orientation sense, at least at slower walking speeds. Subjects who walked
through a virtual world, and subjects who physically rotated but were otherwise translated
visually, did not differ in their accuracy when turning towards learned objects (Chance et al.,
1998), suggesting that linear acceleration signals can be easily ‘replaced’ by optic flow.
1.7 The path integrator may incorporate stored knowledge
8

Although humans and other animals process idiothetic and allothetic inputs separately,
growing evidence suggests that the path integrator may rely on stored models of external
environmental structure to sustain activity during allothetic deprivation. Cheung et al. (2012), for
example, built a theoretical model of the integrator apparatus to reconcile their observation that
grid and place fields will sustain for 30 minutes in darkness even though HD cell firing degrades
after 3 minutes. Because grid and place cells depend on ongoing updates from HD cells, Cheung
and colleagues used this model to discover the source of grid and place field endurance even
after HD failure. They found that a model that incorporated idiothetic cues as well as previous
knowledge of surrounding boundaries was both necessary and sufficient to uphold the cognitive
map after visual inputs were removed. This also mirrors experimental findings that blindfolded
human subjects home by incorporating previously learned visual information (Tcheang et al.,
2011). Such a cross-modal incorporation of previous knowledge may explain why humans
commit different patterns of path integration errors when blindfolded or enabled sight in rooms
of different sizes – in smaller rooms, humans will undershoot a homing target, but only when
blindfolded. In larger rooms, humans will overshoot a homing target, but only when enabled
sight (Nico et al., 2002). Similarly, blindfolded humans orient towards previously visited sites
better when they have learned the visual environment around them (Rieser, 1999).
1.8 Adjustable gain in the path integrator
That the path integrator appears to rely on stored boundary knowledge relates to
observations that it can be semi-permanently modified by previous experience with cue conflicts.
When faced with a constant discrepancy between visual and self-motion signals, humans will
rapidly adjust the computations they perform to translate idiothetic inputs into judgements of
direction and distance in a phenomenon known as visuomotor adaptation. For example, in an
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experiment where human subjects walked on treadmills whilst being transported on a tractor, the
difference between the rate of perceived (i.e.: dictated by tractor movement) and anticipated (i.e.:
given locomotor speed) optic flow had enduring impacts on their spatial behavior on steady
ground: when tasked to walk towards a visual object presented prior to being blindfolded, they
tended to overshoot the target (Rieser et al., 1995). This was later reinforced in an experiment
where subjects provided with reduced optic flow relative to coincident locomotion tended to
perceive the distance of visual objects as farther away (Proffitt et al., 2003). In fact, modulation
of the ‘gain’ used to translate self-motion signals into allocentric coordinates has even been
measured at the neuronal level. In a paradigm that shifted panoramic visual landmarks at the
same rate as mice running in the center of an augmented reality (AR) arena, place cells fired as if
the mice were stationary (Jayakumar et al., 2019).
1.9 Current study
Many groups have investigated the effects of modality deprivation on spatial orientation
in humans. However, unlike studies in non-human animals, less is understood about the effect of
large cue conflicts on human perception and behavior. In addition to the fact that traditional
experimental methods (e.g.: utilizing desktop displays) have made such investigations difficult,
this is presumably also because humans would undoubtedly become aware of these discrepancies
and would be confused by the instructions to locate a spatial target when there are two equally
plausible responses. To address the question of how humans cope with substantial (>90º) spatial
cue disparities – including whether they average or discount modalities, and which modality they
might prioritize - this study employed a novel VR paradigm that displaced visual landmarks
relative to movements. Specifically, the turns subjects made in a virtual world were mirrored
relative to their physical rotations, inducing a 180º disparity that subjects were made aware of.
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Subjects were explicitly told which modality to use when navigating, orienting to their perceived
starting point at dead ends throughout a virtual city. It was in their judgments of orientation that
modality use was evaluated. This paradigm allowed for the examination of cue combination
strategies in a scenario where true cue combination (weighted averaging) would be highly
suboptimal. This approach probes at the interactions between idiothetic and allothetic inputs in
the human brain, including whether one or the other is prioritized in specific situations, as well as
whether spatial judgments are modulated by experimental instructions.

11

2. METHODS
2.1 Experimental design
Thirty subjects (ages 19-66, 16 Male, 14 Female, 1 left-handed) were recruited for this
study. Following approval from the Institutional Research Board (IRB) for human subjects, the
experiment was conducted on private premises for 27/30 subjects, and in a laboratory for 3/30
subjects. Out of the 30 subjects that participated in the experiment, one was not able to finish due
to pre-existing nausea. This subject’s data was not used, producing a final sample size of 29 (16
male, 13 female). Subjects wore an Oculus Quest2 headset while navigating through a virtual
city (Fig. 1), occasionally pressing buttons using a right-handed hand controller.

Figure 1: Map of the virtual environment. Indicates the location of each of the 4 goal objects at their respective
numbered endpoints. Egocentric views of goal objects (colored dots on map) are provided as images. Path origin
represented as a black diamond.
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The experiment was completed standing up, with the VR headset enabling & tracking 6
degrees of freedom (DOF), including translation and rotation (yaw, roll, pitch) along all 3 axes.
To move, subjects were told to keep their head still and face the direction of their intended
movement for at least 2 seconds. Movement was only permitted along pre-determined tracks and
at decision points. To initiate and continue movement, subjects were required to remain centered
on these tracks, which appeared as narrow carpets in the virtual world. Sideward gazes (beyond
16º in the yaw plane), or significant upward/downward tilting (beyond 16º in the pitch plane)
temporarily halted virtually simulated translation. This made it so the optic flow generated by
forward translation always roughly corresponded with the direction of the subject’s gaze.
Non-decision point rotational movements (i.e.: mid-track gazes to the side or away from
the direction of the movement) were prevented as much as possible during the testing phase,
during which all vestibular and proprioceptive stimulation was intentionally limited to explicit
(navigationally relevant) changes in direction. Controlling idiothetic inputs in this way was
necessary so that vestibular and proprioceptive inputs could be matched between subjects
travelling along similar trajectories, and so that all idiothetic inputs could be isolated in space
and time to decision points. During testing, trials in which subjects significantly tilted or rotated
their heads beyond 16º when mid-path were discarded, and subjects were forced to restart the
trail from the beginning.
Throughout the experiment, subjects were permitted to select their turn direction at
decision points. Because all turns were 90º, subjects were told to orient their entire body to
prevent neck strain. Once subjects made a definitive turn, i.e.: by facing one direction for 2 or
more seconds, they were not permitted to turn around and travel in the opposite direction. This
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ensured that trials always proceeded along one non-intersecting outbound path. The navigable
portion of the environment was symmetrical and consisted of 8 paths, each with 3 turning points.
2.1.1 Object search phase
The experiment was completed in two phases. The ‘object search’ phase was intended to
familiarize subjects with the environment by learning the position of 4 different objects (Fig. 1).
Subjects were shown a goal object at the beginning of each trial (Fig. 2A) and were tasked to
find it at a dead end. All trials proceeded from the same location (see ‘origin’ in Fig. 1). A
‘progress bar’ (Fig. 2B) at the bottom of the screen actively tracked subjects’ relative distance to
the target object. Because subjects were not permitted to change their mind with respect to turn
direction at decision points, they could only use this bar to note when and where they had made
incorrect turns, which they could only remedy on subsequent trials. Subjects were required to
collect the target object (which required that they merely glance at it) twice in a row before
moving onto the next object.
The location of each object was exactly mirrored to the location of another object relative
to the environment’s axis of symmetry (Fig. 1). Endpoints could therefore be grouped into two
pairs (endpoints1|2, endpoints 3|4), where pathways within each pair were the same shape.
2.1.2 Testing phase
After successfully locating all 4 objects, subjects transitioned into the testing phase,
where they were tasked to return to learned object locations from the same origin where they
were positioned at the start of object search trials. Goal objects were not, however, visible at
their respective dead-ends during this phase. After reaching the correct dead end, subjects were
asked to face their starting point (the origin) while the VR screen went black. Because they could
no longer see the virtual environment while orienting, they were forced to rely on memory.
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In a first iteration of the experimental design, subjects’ ‘orientation entries’ (final
estimates of the direction of the starting point) were submitted only after subjects faced in one
direction, without moving, for more than 5 seconds. Three subjects, however, reported being
‘dazed’ on a few trials, forgetting to orient towards the starting point when the screen went black.
The experiment was therefore modified to require subjects to press a button on their hand
controller to confirm entry submission. To eliminate ‘dud’ entries from the first design, trials
where subjects rotated no more than 5º following their arrival at the dead end were discarded.

Figure 2. A: View of the virtual environment from the starting point at the beginning of a trial during the training
phase. The semi-transparent banner is used to deliver instructions and is only present during training. Objects (such
as this amber ale) are shown to subjects at the beginning of both object search and testing trials either to prompt
object searching or to prompt a return to a specific dead-end. B: View of the virtual environment after turning at a
decision point. Progress bar shown in the center of the screen. C: View of flag used to determine perceived depth of
the starting point following the orientation exercise.

After subjects submitted a response, the VR screen displayed a flag on an empty plane
surrounded by a uniform gradient sky texture (Fig. 2C). Using the hand controller, subjects were
asked to place the flag at the position of the starting point. Critically, they could only modify the
distance of the flag along the directional axis they had already determined. Subjects therefore
submitted separate estimates of origin orientation and depth. After positioning the flag, the VR
screen went black as subjects were transported back to the origin of the virtual environment.
With respect to movement through the environment, testing trials were similar to object
search trials with some key exceptions. In testing trials only, the screen was also made black
while subjects turned at decision points. Given visual deprivation, rotational movements were
guided by a small grey square (width = 0.5º) that appeared in the center of the screen. This
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square turned white when subjects rotated 90º +/- 16º to the left or right. Testing trials also
differed from object search trials in that incorrect turns at decision points led to an immediate
termination of the trial, after which subjects were forced to start the trial over. Because subjects
were already familiar with object locations at this stage, the progress bar was not shown. As
mentioned previously, testing trials where subjects gazed too far to the right, left, upward or
downward (exceeding 16º) were discarded to reduce non-specific head movements.
2.1.3 Testing phase trial types – congruent, incongruent visual instructions and
incongruent proprioceptive instructions
There were 3 different trial types in the testing phase, each of which culminated in the
orientation and flag placement tasks described above. The first trial type – ‘congruent
instructions’ (CI) – proceeded as normal. The other two testing trial types, which were both
called ‘incongruent’ involved a crucial manipulation: at each decision point (while the screen
was black) subjects’ virtual turns were mirrored relative to their physical turns. Subjects were
told to approach these incongruent testing trials in two distinct ways. In ‘visual instructions’ (VI)
trials, subjects were instructed to deliberately make opposite turns at each node, which meant
that their sequence through the virtual (visual) environment would be congruent with their
memory of the path to the object. In ‘proprioceptive instructions’ (PI) trials, subjects were
instructed to replicate the same sequence of physical turns associated with the path to the object
and ignore the incongruent visual information in their environment. This meant that, despite
making the correct turns, subjects would navigate along a different virtual (visual) pathway and
reach a different virtual dead end than that first associated with the object. Accordingly, subjects
navigated along the correct visual trajectory to the target object during VI trials, and along the
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correct proprioceptive trajectory to the target object during PI trials. Trials were therefore
terminated only when subjects made turns that were not compliant with the instructions.
2.1.4 Training phase and experiment duration
Prior to beginning the data collection portion of the experiment, subjects were
familiarized with each task and trained on the process of moving through the environment. Each
task was first described verbally and with use of a visual handout with the headset removed.
These handouts depicted the map of a hypothetical multi-turn path, but did not directly reference
the geometry of the virtual world used in the experiment. The object each subject was trained on
was randomized. Directly after training, subjects transitioned into the object search phase,
wherein they located the remaining 3 objects they were not trained on. Following the object
search phase, subjects then completed a total of 48 testing trials.
Testing trials were grouped by object such that subjects were required to complete one CI
trial, one VI trial, and one PI trial, each corresponding with the same object, back-to-back and in
a random order. Experimental blocks comprised of 12 trials – 3 per object with 4 objects. The
ordering of objects within blocks was also randomized. All subjects completed 4 blocks or
(12*4) 48 testing trials in total. Note that blocking trials by object was a different approach than
blocking trials by endpoint. In fact, blocking trials by object implied that subjects navigated to a
virtual dead-end that was never associated with the object in PI trials. Because objects are used
to ‘cue’ the spatial memory of subjects at the beginning of each trial, it was more appropriate to
block trials by object. Moreover, this allowed for a more direct comparison of proprioceptive and
visual memory strength, as the VI and PI trials within each block differed along the dimensions
of these modalities, rather than only differing in terms of object and instructions.
Breaks were permitted. On average, the experiment lasted between 2 and 3 hours.
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Figure 3 (left): Schematic of physical (Ph) and virtual (Vir) trajectories during an incongruent testing trial. Virtual
and physical headings are flipped 180º relative to one another at each endpoint. (right): Geometrical properties of
virtual pathways and endpoint-to-origin reference vectors. Path origin is represented as a black diamond.

2.1.5 Subject groupings
During the experiment, 9/29 subjects either inquired whether, in incongruent trials, they
should face the starting point as if the environment were mirrored, OR whether they should
mirror their movements during the orientation exercise as they did at decision points. To avoid
responding in a way that would bias the subject toward utilizing either cue type, these subjects
were told to use the same strategy they used on congruent trials. If the subjects expressed further
dissatisfaction with this answer, it was emphasized that they should be using their instinct.
The inquisitiveness that these subjects demonstrated suggested, perhaps, that they were
more actively engaged with the task or that they were sensitive to the spatial discrepancy
between the two modalities on incongruent trials. This latter possibility is likely, as these
subjects typically asked one of these two questions as soon as they arrived at the endpoint on the
first incongruent trial (during training), implying their question may have been a direct reaction
to the disorientation they experienced in this novel state. That these subjects were more sensitive
to the cue disparity may have implied that they also differed in other spatial abilities. To
investigate this possibility, subjects that asked one of these two questions were grouped together
for the analysis and are referred to as the ‘ask’ group (in contrast to the ‘no ask’ group).
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2.2 Measurements of interest
The primary measures of interest for this study relate to orientation accuracy on testing
trials. Performance in the ‘object search’ phase was not analyzed. Many of the metrics described
below seek to quantify subjects’ reliance on the visual or proprioceptive modalities to address the
central question of this study – i.e.: which cue types take precedence when spatial cues are put in
conflict during navigation. Other metrics describe subjects’ propensity to use both cues rather
than committing to one (averaging). Lastly, some metrics seek to characterize subjects’
“baseline” error (under congruent conditions) to understand their accuracy in judging direction,
distance, and position when no manipulation is present. Investigating baseline performance is
necessary as it acknowledges that not all subjects may have comparable spatial learning abilities.
For purposes of clarity, the term ‘proprioceptive’ is utilized hereafter as an umbrella term
to describe all systems providing internal self-motion feedback. The design of this experiment
did not allow a precise disassociation of vestibular, proprioceptive or motor efferent signals.
Subject behavior during the testing phase was quantified in the following ways:
2.2.1 Modality preference
On incongruent trials, modality preference (a binary variable) was determined by the
direction of a subject’s turn as well as the homing vector their final entry most closely aligned
with. Because visual and proprioceptive origins were positioned at mirrored locations relative to
the endpoint on incongruent trials, whether subjects turned clockwise or counterclockwise served
to indicate what origin they were turning towards. However, to account for the possibility that
subjects, in a state of disorientation, turned and submitted their entry somewhat randomly, trials
within which turn direction and reference vector alignment did not correspond were removed.
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That subjects initially turned towards one origin but eventually oriented with another on these
particular trials would have made it difficult to make inferences about their modality use.
2.2.2 Visual and proprioceptive error
When orienting on incongruent trials, subjects’ virtual heading vectors (corresponding
with their virtual turning behavior) and physical heading vectors (corresponding with their
physical turning behavior) were diametrically opposed by 180º (Fig. 3). Similarly, their visual
and proprioceptive origins were mirrored relative to the axis of symmetry. Subjects therefore
committed two types of error when orienting on incongruent trials: visual error describes the
unsigned angular distance between their virtual heading vector and the true vector to the visual
starting point. Conversely, proprioceptive error describes the unsigned angular distance between
their physical heading vector and the true vector to the proprioceptive starting point. Note that
because these angular error values were not derived from the same reference vector (nor
response vector), they did not add up to 180 degrees. Although subjects were, on incongruent
trials, given one of two instructions (dictating how they turned at decision points) they were
never explicitly told how to turn at the endpoint. These errors could therefore be compared to
reveal the modality they were using in each trial.
2.2.3 Angular error
In parts of the analysis, subject performance was evaluated not in terms of visual or
proprioceptive error specifically, but rather in terms of overall orientation accuracy. This enabled
a modality-independent examination of performance. In this study, ‘angular error’ therefore
refers to the smaller of the two errors – proprioceptive or visual – committed within each
incongruent trial, and is intended to represent the error committed with the preferred modality.
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This enabled an examination of whether accuracy differed across individuals or trial types,
irrespective of modality use.
2.2.4 Depth error
Depth error quantifies the discrepancy in a subject’s judgment of starting point distance
irrespective of their orientation error. In other words, whether the subject oriented perfectly to
the starting point, or committed an error of 100º, depth error was computed equivalently. The
target value was calculated as the Euclidean distance, in virtual meters, from the endpoint to the
origin. Note that the raw data collected in this experiment were in Unity units (Unity was the
game engine employed), which are calibrated by the Oculus HMD to correspond with physical
meters. To derive depth error, this value was then subtracted from the distance at which the
subject placed the flag. A negative depth error therefore indicates that the subject undershot the
starting point, while a positive depth error indicates that the subject overshot the starting point.
2.2.5 Combined error
Combined error factors in both depth and angular error. It is the Euclidean distance, in
meters, between the final origin estimate and the actual origin, where the final origin estimate
depends on orientation and distance judgments. On incongruent trials, the final origin estimate is
computed assuming the subject is at the endpoint corresponding with their modality preference
on that trial.
2.2.6 Modality weighting ratio
A subject’s within-trial weighting of modalities was determined by the following ratio:
Ev / Ev + Ep
Where Ev represents visual error and Ep represents proprioceptive error.
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The modality weighting ratio (MWR) will be 0 on trials where subjects fully optimized visual
error, yielding an Ev of 0 (0/0+Ep = 0). Conversely, it will be 1 on trials where subjects fully
optimized proprioceptive error, yielding an Ep of 0 (Ev/Ev+0 = 1).
Before computing this value, Ev and Ep were rounded to the nearest integer.
2.2.7 Averaging | discounting score
The averaging | discounting (AD) score was derived from the modality weighting ratio (MWR),
but does not consider modality. Instead, this value encodes how much a subject was averaging
between modalities (maximum averaging = 0.5), or discounting a modality (maximum
discounting = 1). This value was computed by taking the absolute value of .5 subtracted from the
MWR, then adding .5. In this way, MWRs of 0 and 1 both yielded an AD score of 1.
2.2.8 A note about pathway geometry
One of the consequences of having pathways with different shapes (Fig. 1) is that the
vectors connecting path endpoints to the origin differ as a consequence of path shape, ultimately
forcing subjects to make smaller or larger turns depending on vector geometry (Fig. 3). Because
the pathways leading endpoints 1 and 2 were mirrored (as were those leading to endpoints 3 and
4), subjects were required to make turns of the same magnitude, but in different directions, at
these paired locations. The reference vector connecting endpoint to origin happened to be much
closer to aligning with a 180º turn at endpoints 3 and 4, where the required rotation was 168.7º,
relative to its alignment at endpoints 1 and 2, where the required rotation was 65º. This also
meant that the required response vector at endpoints 3 and 4 was much closer to the global ‘x’
axis of the environment (the line perpendicular to the line of symmetry), displaced from this axis
by only 11.3º, relative to how close the response vector at endpoints 1 and 2 was to the global ‘z’
axis of the environment (the line of symmetry), displaced from this axis by 25º. Given the impact
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global or local axes can have on orientation accuracy (Marchette et al., 2011), these geometrical
differences could have modulated performance. Any performance patterns evaluated should
therefore account for pathway geometry as a confounding factor. Whether or not observed
differences in performance between endpoint pairs were a direct effect of the differences
discussed above (i.e.: alignment of response vectors with local/global axes), or other differences
(such as Euclidian distance from the origin to the endpoint, which also differed between pairs)
cannot be definitively confirmed in this study. Therefore, these factors are collapsed into a value
called ‘pathway shape’, which encapsulates multiple geometrical differences.
Another critical consequence of pathway shape related specifically to the dissociation
between physical and virtual trajectories in incongruent trials. Recall that in incongruent trials, a
subject’s virtual heading when they arrived at the endpoint was always diametrically opposed
(by 180º) to their physical heading. This meant that if the reference vectors connecting to the
visual and proprioceptive origins were also diametrically opposed by 180º, subjects could
potentially score perfect visual AND proprioceptive errors. Moreover, this geometry would also
place the optimal discounting orientation in line with the optimal averaging orientation. Because
the response vectors for both modalities were, at endpoints 3 and 4, proximate (although not
equivalent) to the axis perpendicular to the line of symmetry, which represents the optimal
averaging orientation at this location (Supplementary Fig. 7), the turn subjects’ would be
required to make to discount an entire modality (168.7º), and the turn subject’s would be
required to make to average perfectly between modalities (180º) were only an angular distance of
11.3º apart from each other. Given that there is a certain margin of random noise expected to
accompany the responses of even the most accurate subjects, the geometry of the reference
vectors of endpoints 3 and 4 makes it so orienting in a manner that is even moderately displaced
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from target can result in (accidental) modality averaging. This could have multiple ramifications
on reported subject behavior. As previously mentioned, it could increase the observed incidence
of modality averaging. Secondly, it could reduce the extent to which instructions appear to
modulate modality preference, by inadvertently optimizing error in the modality not intentionally
used. Recall that MWR is a ratio and is only intended to compare the relative difference in visual
and proprioceptive error – therefore, when responses are wedged in between the visual and
proprioceptive reference vectors at endpoints 3 and 4 (where the distance between these vectors
is smaller), degrees have a larger impact on the MWR – i.e.: because this ‘wedge’ is much
smaller (Supplementary Fig. 8). Finally, the proximity between the optimal discounting and
optimal averaging response vectors at endpoints 3 and 4 may have also indirectly impacted
subjects’ accuracy – this is visited in the discussion section.
2.3 Statistical methods
2.3.1 Linear mixed effects models
Most analyses in this study used linear mixed effects models (LMMs). LMMs enable an
examination of the effects of one or several experimental variables on an outcome variable,
while controlling for non-specific random effects such as subject.
When used for hypothesis testing, LMMs need to be evaluated for effect significance.
While many approaches have been reported (Luke, 2017), the most common is to use an analysis
of variance (ANOVA) model to compare the estimates provided by an LMM that incorporates
the fixed effect being examined, and an LMM that has omitted it. If the ANOVA fails to detect
significant variance between these two prediction distributions, it indicates that the fixed effect
does not introduce statistically significant additional information to the model.
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All p and χ2 values reported in the results section (concurrent with the estimates made by
LMMs) therefore represent the outputs of a likelihood ratio test performed between a model with
the effect in question included and a model with it omitted. These likelihood ratio tests were
performed by the mixed() function in the afex package in R, while the standard error, t value,
standard deviation, and coefficient (effect) estimates were derived from the lmer() and
summary() functions from the lme4 package. Note that ‘SD’ reports represent standard
deviations across instances of the random effect.
Unless otherwise stated, all LMMs presented in the results section included instructions
(CI vs. VI vs. PI trials), subject grouping (‘ask’ vs. ‘no ask’), and pathway shape (endpoints 1|2
vs. endpoints 3|4) as fixed effects, including also all possible two and three-way interaction terms
as additional fixed effects, with subject included as a random effect. In section 3.3, which fit the
modality weighting ratio (MWR) as the outcome variable, the instructions term was only twolevelled (VI vs. PI), due to the fact that MWR is a meaningless term in CI trials. Pathway shape
was only modelled as a two-levelled variable because symmetrical pathways (1&2; 3&4) have
the same geometry, despite being mirrored across the ‘z’ axis.
For each LMM the reference conditions were: the CI trial level (or VI trial, for section
3.3) for the instructions variable, the endpoints 1 & 2 level for the pathway shape variable, and
the ‘no ask’ group level for the subject grouping variable. Therefore, the intercept estimates of
each model represent the estimate for the outcome variable given all reference conditions. Effect
estimates represent the predictions of how the outcome variable may change when moving from
one level to the next within one predictor variable (for example, moving from CI to VI trials), or,
in the case of interaction terms, within multiple predictor variables simultaneously.
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Due to the limitations of model complexity, none of the LMMs included random slope
terms for the random effect (subject) and instead modelled only random intercepts. Because of
this, SD is only listed for intercept estimates (effect estimates were constant across subjects).
Because most LMMs incorporated instructions - a multilevel categorical variable - the
‘lmerTest’ package was used to derive per-level significance levels, where the effects of
individual levels could be evaluated separately. The p-values (Pr(>|t|)) calculated for each effect
estimate were therefore presented concurrent with the other model statistics. To maintain
uniformity, this reporting strategy was employed for all fixed effects (not just instructions).
Note that Some LMMs were used to evaluate directional data that had been ‘made
linear’, i.e.: by computing angular error magnitude, which was positive and less than 180º.
2.3.2 T tests
Welch’s t-tests were employed to test for significant differences between subject groups.
T-tests were occasionally utilized with directional data, but only if it was bound by 0º and 180º.
2.3.3 Watson’s two-sample tests for homogeneity
Watson’s two-sample (U2) tests were employed to compare directional data with full
circularity (bound by 0º and 360º). Before conducting these tests, all samples were first evaluated
for normality by conducting a Watson’s one-sample goodness of fit test.
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3. RESULTS
3.1 No subject had a uniform modality preference
All subjects alternated their modality preference at least twice during the experiment. On
average, subjects alternated 13 times (SD=5), ranging from 2 to 22 times (Table 1).
Table 1: Per-subject statistics on modality use/preference. Gray rows represent ‘ask’ subjects. Ordered by MWR,
where MWR= 0 represents perfect visual weighting and an MWR=1 represents perfect proprioceptive weighting.

Sub.

mean
MWR
14
0.142
13
0.369
26
0.403
20
0.410
29
0.411
10
0.449
3
0.459
6
0.463
9
0.468
25
0.471
8
0.472
16
0.476
22
0.487
19
0.490
5
0.490
21
0.499
15
0.499
1
0.509
18
0.511
28
0.512
2
0.513
11
0.514
24
0.514
27
0.546
17
0.573
4
0.635
23
0.696
7
0.714
12
0.729
MEAN 0.497
SD
0.111

SD
MWR
0.216
0.320
0.210
0.201
0.244
0.301
0.226
0.225
0.271
0.363
0.188
0.261
0.373
0.200
0.265
0.293
0.232
0.203
0.240
0.180
0.223
0.244
0.240
0.315
0.175
0.171
0.253
0.198
0.267
0.245
0.053

# vis.
trials
22
17
23
21
13
21
17
14
15
13
16
15
14
12
12
13
14
12
15
12
17
13
14
12
10
4
6
2
8

# prop.
trials
1
9
7
10
9
11
12
14
16
16
11
11
14
16
15
16
17
16
14
16
15
16
16
15
20
28
20
30
15

#x
alternating
2
12
10
15
11
18
17
16
20
18
11
10
19
16
12
13
14
14
21
8
22
15
19
9
12
8
9
3
9
13.21
4.95

prop trial: total
trial
0.043
0.346
0.233
0.323
0.409
0.344
0.414
0.500
0.516
0.552
0.407
0.423
0.500
0.571
0.556
0.552
0.548
0.571
0.483
0.571
0.469
0.552
0.533
0.556
0.667
0.875
0.769
0.938
0.652
0.513
0.177
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3.2 Subject groups differed in their modality-specific minimization of error within trials,
but not in their average MWR across trials
A t-test was performed to examine whether modality preference differed between groups,
comparing subjects’ mean modality weighting ratio (MWR) on incongruent trials. The ‘ask’
group had a mean MWR lower than .5 (M=0.45, SD=.16), suggesting that they were more prone
to weighting the visual modality. Conversely, the ‘no ask’ group had a mean MWR slightly
higher than .5 (M=0.52, SD=.08), suggesting they more strongly weighted the proprioceptive
modality. This difference was not significant, however, t(9.87)=1.19 , p=0.262.
Although average MWR did not differ significantly between groups, subjects within each
group did differentially prioritize visual vs. proprioceptive error on incongruent trials, according
to a comparison of within-trial scores. As part of a dependent (paired-sample) t-test, incongruent
trials were collapsed for each group separately and the differences between visual and
proprioceptive errors were evaluated. On average, the ‘ask’ group was found to commit visual
errors that were 27º smaller than proprioceptive errors regardless of trial type, t(236) = -2.87 , p=
0.004 (M=-16.63º, SD=89.23º). Conversely, the ‘no ask’ group was found to commit
proprioceptive errors that were, on average, 7º smaller than visual errors, t(585) = 2.27 , p= 0.02
(M=-6.64º, SD=70.71º), again based on within-trial comparisons.
3.3 Subjects modulated their modality preference depending on instructions
Instructions had an impact on modality weighting for the ‘no ask’ group, who increased
their MWR (and therefore their weighting of the proprioceptive modality) by ~.1 in PI relative to
VI trials, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=.097, SE=.028, t=3.48, p<.001) (Fig. 4). In VI trials, the ‘no ask’ group had an

estimated MWR of .48, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=.480, SE=.029, SD=.095, t=16.47, p<.001), a slight visual preference
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that was close to equal modality weighting (.5). Adding the intercept and slope estimates, ‘no
ask’ subjects therefore scored a MWR of approximately .58 (.48 [estimated MWR in VI trials]
+ .1 [estimated effect of PI relative to VI trials]) in PI trials, representing a proprioceptive
preference. That their MWR was further from .5 for PI relative to VI trials suggested that the no
ask group weighed the proprioceptive modality more strongly in PI trials relative to how strongly
they weighed the visual modality in VI trials. The MWR of the ‘no ask’ group was not impacted
by pathway shape, as this effect was nonsignificant, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=.002, SE=.028, t=.08, p=.936).

In VI trials, ‘ask’ subjects scored an estimated MWR of .28 (.48 [estimated MWR in VI

trials for ‘no ask’ group] - .2 [estimated effect of the ‘ask’ subject grouping]), a strong visual
weighting, as evidenced by the negative effect of subject grouping on MWR in VI trials, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-

.204, SE=.052, t=-3.946, p<.001). ‘Ask’ subjects increased their weighting of the proprioceptive
modality by an estimated .19 MWR on PI trials, indicating they achieved a net MWR score of
.47 (.28[estimated MWR score on for the ‘ask’ group on VI trials] + .19[estimated
interaction between instructions and ‘ask’ group]), as evidenced by a significant interaction
effect between instructions and subject grouping, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=.191, SE=.049, t=3.86, p<.001). Because

this MWR was below .5, it indicates that ‘ask’ subjects continued to favor the visual modality

(by a small margin) in PI trials on average, although in these cases their MWR was very close to
an equal weighting between modalities.
Although the modality weighting behavior of ‘no ask’ subjects was not significantly
affected by pathway shape, evidence of a significant interaction between pathway shape and
subject group, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=.195, SE=.053, t=3.70, p<.001), indicated that ‘ask’ subjects were more likely
to weigh modalities somewhat equally at endpoints 3 and 4 relative to endpoints 1 and 2 on VI

trials, increasing their MWR by ~.2 and scoring a net MWR of .48 (.28[estimated MWR score
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on for the ‘ask’ group on VI trials] + .2[estimated interaction effect between subject
grouping and pathway shape]), very close to an optimal modality weighting score (.5).
Moreover, pathway shape also modulated the extent to which ‘ask’ subjects were impacted by
proprioceptive instructions, as evidenced by a significant 3-way interaction between all fixed
effects, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-.185, SE=.075, t=-2.48, p=.013). This indicated that ‘no ask’ subjects achieved an

MWR of .59 (.48[estimated MWR of the ‘no ask’ group on VI trials] + .1[estimated effect of
instructions for the ‘no ask’ group] + -.2[estimated effect of subject grouping] +
.19[estimated interactions between instructions and subject group] + .2[estimated
interaction between pathway shape and the ‘ask’ group] -.18[3-way interaction between
instructions, subject group, and pathway shape] =.59) on PI trials at endpoint 3|4. This
suggests that while ‘ask’ subjects continued to favor the visual modality on PI trials at endpoints
1 and 2, they actually weighted the proprioceptive modality more strongly on PI trials and
endpoints 3 and 4. This, however, may be a purely geometrical effect (see section 2.2.8)
In summary, the results above suggest that both groups modulated their weighting of
modalities according to instructions. In reference conditions (at endpoints 1 and 2), the effect
instructions had on MWR, however, was greater by twofold for the ‘ask’ group compared to the
‘no ask’ group (Fig. 4). While the ‘ask’ group strongly weighted the visual modality in VI trials,
they effectively averaged between modalities (very weakly weighting the visual modality) in PI
trials. In contrast, the ‘no ask’ group effectively averaged (very weakly weighting the visual
modality) in VI trials and moderately weighted the proprioceptive modality in PI trials. Pathway
shape impacted these results for the ‘ask’ group only –they were more likely to average in VI
trials, and weigh the proprioceptive modality more strongly in PI trials, at endpoints 3 and 4.
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Figure 4: Modality weighting ratio (y-axis) plotted as a function of subject grouping (x-axis), separated by trial
type. The red line indicates equal modality weighting. The ‘no ask’ group is more prone to averaging modalities, as
evidenced by the clustering of entries around the red line. Conversely, entries from the ‘ask’ group are more
broadly distributed across the modality weighting axis, but tend to cluster around a unimodal weighting strategy.

3.4 ‘No ask’ subjects did not encode pathway geometry on VI trials
To confirm that subjects in both groups were modifying the magnitude of their turns
(origin judgments) between pathways with different geometries, separate Watson’s U2 tests were
conducted to compare turn magnitude between trials on pathways with the same shape.
The orientation entries (final judgment of origin direction) of the ‘no ask’ group differed
significantly between endpoint pairs on CI trials, U2 = .220, p < .05, PI trials, U2 = .451, p < .001,
but not VI trials, U2 = .172, p > .05 (Table 2A). What this suggests is that the ‘no ask’ group - on
VI trials only - did not appear to significantly modify their turn angle depending on the shape of
their path. They were only sensitive to this on CI and PI trials, which were equivalent in
proprioceptive but not visual inputs. Perhaps when ‘no ask’ subjects were forced to ‘use’ visual
inputs, or otherwise disregard their proprioceptive memory, they failed to properly encode the
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shape of the path, therefore turning statistically equivalently between endpoints 1|2 and
endpoints 3|4.
Orientation entries differed significantly between endpoint pairs on CI trials, U2 = 1.08, p
< .001, VI trials, U2 = .946, p < .001 and PI trials, U2 = .654, p < .001 for the ‘ask’ group (see
Table 2B for means and standard deviations). This indicates that ‘ask’ subjects oriented in a
manner that factored in the geometry of their path on all trial types.
Table 2A: (‘No Ask’ subject group only) Mean orientation entries in egocentric coordinates (relative to heading at
the end of the path) per pathway shape and trial type. Means are in bold and standard deviations are in parenthesis.
NO ASK
CI trials
VI trials
PI trials

Endpoint Pair 1|2. Mean (sd)
119.4º(47.9º)
126.9º(43.8º)
120.º(45.6º)

Endpoint Pair 3|4. Mean (sd)
135.3º(41.1º)
133.9º(43.0º)
138.7º(36º)

Table 2B: (‘Ask’ subject group only) Mean orientation entries in egocentric coordinates (relative to heading at the
end of the path) per pathway shape and trial type. Means are in bold and standard deviations are in parenthesis.
ASK
CI trials
VI trials
PI trials

Endpoint Pair 1|2. Mean (sd)
82.5º(30.8º)
84.9º(32.6º)
97.7º(42.9º)

Endpoint Pair 3|4. Mean (sd)
123.5º(39.5º)
126.8º(40.2º)
123.4º(38.8º)

3.5 The ‘ask’ group was more accurate when orienting in congruent conditions
Because visual and proprioceptive error were equivalent in congruent trials, the LMMs
modeling either error type as the outcome variable (see section 3.9, 3.10) could be used to
examine between-group differences in orientation accuracy under congruent conditions. Based
on the intercept estimate of the model fit for visual error, the ‘no ask’ group was predicted to, on
average, yield high (nearly 80º) angular errors in CI trials, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=78.258º, SE=4.122, SD=11.06,

t=18.988, p<.001). Conversely, based on the estimated effect of subject grouping, the ‘ask’ group
was predicted to commit CI trial angular errors that were about 53º lower, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-52.539º,

SE=7.388, t=-7.111, p<.001), or approximately 26º (Fig. 5). The ‘ask’ group therefore achieved
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twofold greater accuracy compared to the ‘no ask’ group when orienting in congruent conditions.

Figure 5: Orientation entries on CI trials. The black lines represent the true vector to the origin from each
endpoint. The plotted points do not represent the location of the flag placement, but rather each subject’s angular
orientation. Points are ‘jittered’ for purposes of visibility.

3.6 Performance of the ‘no ask’ group was modulated by pathway shape in CI trials
‘No ask’, but not ‘ask’, subjects’ angular errors were significantly impacted by pathway
shape on CI trials. In fact, ‘no ask’ subjects committed errors that were smaller by an estimate of
about 34º at endpoints 3 and 4 relative to endpoints 1 and 2, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-34.459º, SE=4.663, t=-7.391,

p<.001). This effect was much less apparent in ‘ask’ subjects, whose angular errors differed by
less than 3º across the different pathway shape pairs. This was inferred by the significant
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interaction effect found between pathway shape and subject grouping, which estimated that ‘ask’
subjects’ angular error would be impacted by 32º less than the ‘no ask’ group, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=31.925,

SE=8.351, t=3.823, p<.001). Summing the two effect estimates yields a predicted difference of
-2.6º (-34.5[effect of pathway shape for the ‘no ask’ group] + 31.9[interaction effect between
pathway shape and subject grouping]).
3.7 Subject groups optimized combined error on different incongruent trial types
The ‘no ask’ group was found to reduce combined error in both incongruent trial types
relative to congruent trials in reference conditions (endpoints 1 and 2). That any measure of
performance improved on incongruent trials was initially unexpected as these trials included the
mirroring manipulation, which presumably served to disorient subjects. This reduction in error
may have been a result of the fact that, in incongruent trials, combined error was computed as the
distance between the flag and the origin, where the reference origin was assumed to correspond
with the modality that subjects turned according to AND aligned their orientation entry more
closely with. Because there are always two possible origins in incongruent trials (one visual and
one proprioceptive) this meant that subjects may have accidentally placed the flag closer to the
origin of one modality, even if they did not intentionally perceive that the starting point was in
this direction. In other words, because the origin they were closer to was always used when
calculating combined error, some subjects may have unintentionally performed better on
incongruent trials, i.e.: by making errors so large relative to one starting point that they ended up
closer to a different starting point. This effectively ‘clips’ the magnitude the largest possible
combined error, because the smaller of the two errors is always chosen.
Whether or not it was due to the aforementioned clipping effect, ‘no ask’ subjects
reduced their combined error by approximately 1.8’ relative to CI trials when given visual
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instructions (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-1.761, SE=.815, t=-2.159, p=.031), and by approximately 3.1’ relative to CI
trials when given proprioceptive instructions, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-3.075, SE=.814, t=-3.777, p<.001), at

endpoints 1 and 2 (Fig. 6). Irrespective of the performance differences between congruent and
incongruent trials (which may have been confounded by clipping), it can at least be said that ‘no
ask’ subjects performed better (in combined error) on PI, relative to VI, trials.
Pathway shape also had a significant impact on combined error for the ‘no ask’ group. On
CI trials, ‘no ask’ subjects reduced their combined error by about 5.5’ when estimating origin
location from endpoints 3|4 relative to endpoints 1|2, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-5.587’, SE=.813, t=-6.874, p<.001).

Pathway shape did not, however, modulate the effect incongruent instructions normally had on
combined error, neither for visual, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=1.274’, SE=1.152, t=1.106, p=.269), nor proprioceptive

instructions, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=1.738’, SE=1.150, t=1.512, p=.131), as evidenced by non-significant interaction

effects between instructions and pathway shape. This indicates that the two instruction sets

always had a similar impact on ‘no ask’ subjects’ combined error, regardless of pathway shape.
Relative to the ‘no ask’ group, the ‘ask’ group performed substantially better in
pinpointing origin location on CI trials in reference conditions (at endpoints 1|2), yielding errors
smaller by more than 6’ compared to the other group, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-6.308’, SE=2.209, t=-6.874, p<.001).

While both groups were similarly impacted by visual instructions in reducing their combined

error, as evidenced by the lack of a significant interaction between the effects of VI trials and the
‘ask’ group, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=1.96, SE=1.461, t=1.342, p=.180), ‘ask’ subjects reduced their combined error
much less than ‘no ask’ subjects on PI trials, ultimately committing greater errors (Fig. 6).

Because the baseline effect size of proprioceptive instructions was negative (~ -3’), the positive
estimate (~ 5.4’) for the interaction between the effects of ‘ask’ subjects and PI trials, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=5.4’,
SE=1.46, t=3.71, p<.001), actually predicted a relative increase of 2.4’ (5.4’[PI trial-subject
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group interaction effect estimate] + -3’[baseline effect estimate of PI trials] = 2.4’) in
combined error on PI relative to CI trials. Note that for the reasons stated above, these findings
do not necessarily suggest that ‘ask’ subjects were more accurate on VI relative to CI trials (due
to error clipping). They do, however, indicate that ‘ask’ subjects performed worse (in combined
error) on PI relative to VI trials.
The aforementioned effect of pathway shape, where ‘no ask’ subjects performed better
(by more than 5’) at endpoints 3 and 4 in CI trials, was less apparent for ‘ask’ subjects. A
significant interaction between pathway shape and subject group predicted an increase in ‘ask’
subjects’ combined error relative to the estimated reduction in combined error for the ‘no ask’
group at endpoints 3 and 4, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=3.089, SE=1.456, t=2.122, p=.034). However, combining the

baseline effect estimate (the effect of pathway shape on CI trial combined error for the ‘no ask’
group) with this interaction effect still predicted that the ‘ask’ group would perform better at
endpoints 3 and 4 on CI trials (-5.6’[baseline effect estimate of 3|4 pathway shape on ‘no ask’
group in congruent conditions] + 3.1’[3|4 pathway shape-subject group interaction effect
estimate] = -2.5’), but by a lesser margin than the ‘no ask’ group. That there were no significant
3-way interactions between the effects of the ‘ask’ group, the effects of pathways 3 & 4, and the
effects of visual, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=.335, SE=2.071, t=-.162, p=.872), nor proprioceptive instructions, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=1.90,

SE=2.076, t=-.913, p=.361), indicated that the effects of VI and PI trials on combined error were

uniform across endpoint shapes for the ‘ask’ group.
The findings above suggest that the ‘no ask’ group actually improved their combined
error on both incongruent trials, but especially PI trials. This may be an effect of error clipping,
which reduces the incidence of high magnitude errors by ensuring that the smaller of the two
possible errors is always selected per trial. Nevertheless, the greater effect size of proprioceptive
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instructions (and the larger negative number) suggests ‘no ask’ subjects committed smaller
combined errors on PI relative to VI trials. In contrast, ‘ask’ subjects improved their combined
error on VI trials only – and to a similar degree than ‘no ask’ subjects did. They actually
committed larger combined errors on PI relative to CI trials, suggesting the opposite trend than
the ‘no ask’ group (who performed best on PI trials). On congruent trials, ‘ask’ subjects
performed better than ‘no ask’ subjects when estimating the origin location, yielding errors that
were lower by about 6’ at endpoints 1|2, and by about 3’ at endpoints 3|4.

Figure 6: Combined error plotted per trial type. Dots represent single trials while the color of the dots
differentiates between /pathway shapes.

Both groups were, to an extent, affected by pathway shape. In fact, on CI trials, the ‘no
ask’ group reduced their combined error by more than 5.5’ at endpoints 3|4 relative to endpoints
1|2, while the ‘ask’ group reduced their error by about 2.5’. That there were no interactions
between pathway shape and instructions additionally suggested that this improvement sustained
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for VI and PI trials as well. Because combined error is effectively a combination of angular and
depth error, it is not clear whether this improvement was because of greater accuracy in the
approximation of origin distance (judgment of depth) or origin direction (judgment of
orientation) at endpoints 3 and 4. This is explored in later sections, which look at the effects of
instructions, pathway shape, and group on depth and angular error separately.
3.8 The ‘ask’ group correctly identified differences in endpoint distance between paths
Instructions were not found to have an impact on depth error for the ‘no ask’ group, on
neither VI trials, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-.187, SE=.417, t=-.447, p=.655), nor PI trials, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-.165, SE=.417, t=-.395,

p=.693). Somewhat appropriately, however (given that pathways with different shapes place the
endpoint at different distances relative to the origin), pathway shape did have an impact on ‘no
ask’ subjects’ origin depth estimations: on CI trials, they judged endpoints 3 and 4 to be nearly 2’
farther from the origin compared to endpoints 1 and 2, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=1.930’, SE=.416, t=4.638, p<.001).

Moreover, this effect was constant across incongruent trials, as evidenced by a lack of significant
interactions between VI trials and pathway shape, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-.020, SE=.590, t=-.034, p=.973), and
between PI trials and pathway shape (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-.034, SE=.588, t=-.057, p=.954).

The 'ask’ group demonstrated the opposite tendency than the ‘no ask’ group on congruent

trials, tending to judge the origin as closer at endpoints 3 and 4 relative to endpoints 1 and 2.
This was evidenced by a negative effect estimate for the interaction between pathway shape and
subject grouping, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-3.060’, SE=.745, t=-4.106, p<.001), where the net sum of the baseline
effect of pathway shape and the subject group interaction effect yielded a negative figure,

therefore indicating a flag placement that was closer by 1.2’ (1.9’[baseline effect of 3|4 pathway
shape] + -3.1’[3|4 pathway shape-subject group interaction effect estimate]= -1.2’). Note
that a negative effect does not necessarily indicate a smaller depth error so much as it indicates a
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shorter estimated origin distance. That there were no significant 3-way interactions between
subject grouping, pathway shape, and instructions indicated that this pattern held between VI,
(֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-.279, SE=1.06, t=-.263, p=.793), and PI, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=.668, SE=1.063, t=.628, p<=.530), trials.

It should be noted that the intercept estimate was not significant in this LMM. This

indicates that even when holding reference conditions constant, depth error varied so much as to
prevent an accurate estimate of the group average, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-1.277, SE=1.797, SD=7.927, t=-.711,

p=.483).

Considering true virtual distances, endpoints 1 and 2 are farther from the origin
(Euclidean distance: 16.6 meters) compared to endpoints 3 and 4 (Euclidean distance: 15.3
meters). This difference was correctly judged by the ‘ask’ group, but was reversed by the ‘no
ask’ group, who perceived endpoints 1 and 2 as closer. Note that although baseline judgments of
origin distance varied substantially between subjects, absolute depth judgments matter less than
relative depth judgments in this experimental design. This is because the flag-placing task
required subjects to determine origin distance by toggling an object towards and away from
them, therefore ultimately forcing them to make decisions based on visual features, such as the
degree of visual shrinkage assumed to correspond with origin depth. Because the flag was an
arbitrary size, and because it became smaller as it moved away (therefore testing subjects’ visual
acuity) it could not be used as a definitive metric of depth perception. Therefore, only relative
differences (i.e.: as a function of subject group or pathway shape) were seriously considered.
3.9 Subject groups differed in their willingness to optimize visual error
3.9.1 Effect of instructions on visual error
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‘No ask’ subjects increased their visual error in both incongruent trial types relative to
their angular error in CI trials. This implies that the angular distance between ‘no ask’ subjects’
virtual orientation entries and the vector to the visual origin increased with the mirroring
manipulation (note that the effects of incongruent instructions compare visual error in VI and PI
trials to angular error in CI trials). Visual instructions increased ‘no ask’ subjects’ visual error by
an ~24º, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=24.302, SE=4.677, t=5.196, p<.001), while proprioceptive instructions increased

visual error by ~36º, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=35.718, SE=4.670, t=7.648, p<.001), relative to CI trials. That this

group’s visual errors were larger in PI trials (78.3º[estimated error in CI trials for the ‘no ask’

group (reference conditions)] + 35.7º[effect estimate of PI trials on the ‘no ask’ group] = 114º)
relative to VI trials (78.3º[estimated error in CI trials for the ‘no ask’ group (reference conditions)] +
24.3º[effect estimate of VI trials on the ‘no ask’ group] = 102.6º) is appropriate, as it suggests that

‘no ask’ subjects may have been prioritizing the reduction of proprioceptive error on PI trials.
The tendency to compromise visual error on PI trials was even more apparent in the ‘ask’
group. While ‘ask’ subjects’ visual errors were impacted by visual instructions to a similar
degree than the ‘no ask’ group, as evidenced by a non-significant interaction effect, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-2.323,
SE=8.380, t=-.277, p=.782), ‘ask’ subjects’ visual error increased substantially more (by ~38º)
on PI trials relative to the estimated ~36º effect size for the ‘no ask’ group, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=38.294,

SE=8.355, t=4.583, p<.001), predicting an net effect of 74º (35.7º[effect estimate of PI trials

on the ‘no ask’ group] + 38.3º[PI trial-subject group interaction effect estimate]).
The results above suggests that the visual orientation accuracy of both the ‘ask’ and ‘no
ask’ groups suffered because of the mirroring manipulation. Moreover, both groups appeared to
be appropriately impacted by instructions, as visual error was always greater on PI relative to VI
trials, suggesting an increase in proprioceptive error optimization on these trials. This increase in
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optimization was more apparent in the ‘ask’ group, who modulated their visual error by
approximately 74º between CI and PI trials, compared to only about 24º between CI and VI
trials. ‘No ask’ subjects only modulated their visual error by about 36º between CI and PI trials,
and by 24º between CI and VI trials (matching the effect on the ‘ask’ subject group).
3.9.2 Effect of pathway shape on visual error
In addition to impacting subjects’ angular error on congruent trials, pathway shape also
modulated the size of the effect incongruent trial instructions had on visual error for each group.
Visual and proprioceptive instructions had a smaller effect on visual error at endpoints 3 and 4
relative to endpoints 1 and 2 for the ‘no ask’ group, with an effect size that was reduced by an
estimated ~17º, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-17.153, SE=6.609, t=-2.595, p=.01), and ~31º, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-31.142, SE=6.594, t=4.723, p<.001), on VI trials and PI trials respectively. This indicates that, at endpoints 3 and 4

only, ‘no ask’ subjects only increased their visual error by 7.1º (24.3º [baseline effect estimate
of VI trials] – 17.2º [VI trial-subject group interaction effect estimate]) in VI trials and by
4.6º (35.7º [baseline effect estimate of PI trials] – 31.1º [PI trial-subject group interaction
effect estimate]) in PI trials. Combining these effects with the intercept estimate, ‘no ask’
subjects therefore committed visual errors of about 85.4º (78.3º[estimated error of ‘no ask’
group in congruent trials] + 7.1º[estimated effect of VI trials on the ‘no ask’ group]) in VI
trials and 82.9º (78.3º[estimated error of ‘no ask’ group in congruent trials] + 4.6º[estimated
effect of PI trials on the ‘no ask’ group]) in PI trials.
‘Ask’ subjects demonstrated a similar improvement in accuracy at endpoints 3 and 4 in
VI trials, as evidenced by a non-significant 3-way interaction between visual instructions,
pathway shape and subject group, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=3.359, SE=11.878, t=0.283, p=.777. Interestingly,

however, ‘ask’ subjects improved their visual error (relative to reference conditions) more than
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‘no ask’ subjects on PI trials at endpoints 3 and 4, as evidenced by a significant 3-way interaction
between proprioceptive instructions, pathway shape and subject group, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-27.163, SE=11.907,

t=-2.281, p=.023). Summing all of the effect and intercept estimates, this suggests ‘ask’ subjects
committed visual errors of 30.3º on VI trials (78.3º [intercept estimate, or estimated visual
error in baseline conditions] + 24.3º[baseline effect estimate of VI trials] + -52.5º [baseline
effect estimate of ‘ask’ group] + -34.5º[baseline effect estimate of 3|4 pathway geometry] + 17.2º [VI trial-3|4 pathway shape interaction effect estimate] + 31.9º[3|4 pathway shapesubject group interaction effect estimate]= 30.3º), and 38.9º on PI trials (78.3º [intercept
estimate, or estimated visual error in baseline conditions] + 35.7º[baseline effect estimate of
PI trials] + -52.5º [baseline effect estimate of ‘ask’ group] + -34.5º[baseline effect estimate
of 3|4 pathway geometry] + -31.1º [PI trial-3|4 pathway shape interaction effect estimate] +
38.3º[PI trial-subject group interaction effect estimate] + 31.9º[3|4 pathway shape-subject
group interaction effect estimate] + -27.2[3-way interaction effect estimate for PI trials ‘ask’ group-3|4 pathway shape]= 38.9º)= at endpoints 3 and 4. Thus, ‘ask’ subject still
optimized visual error less on PI trials compared to VI trials at endpoints 3 and 4, although this
difference was more apparent at endpoints 1 and 2, where ‘ask’ subjects committed an estimated
visual error of 99.8º (78.3º [intercept estimate, or estimated visual error in baseline
conditions] + 35.7º[baseline effect estimate of PI trials] + -52.5º [baseline effect estimate of
‘ask’ group] + 38.3º[PI trial-subject group interaction effect estimate]= 99.8º)on PI trials
compared to a visual error of 50.1º (78.3º [intercept estimate, or estimated visual error in
baseline conditions] + 24.3º[baseline effect estimate of VI trials] + -52.5º [baseline effect
estimate of ‘ask’ group]= 50.1º) on VI trials. The difference between VI and PI trial visual error
was therefore 49.7º (99.8º [estimated visual error for ‘ask’ group on PI trial at endpoints 1|2]
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– 50.1º[estimated visual error for ‘ask’ group on VI trials at endpoints 1|2] 49.7º) at
endpoints 1 and 2, while it was 8.6º (38.9º [estimated visual error for ‘ask’ group on PI trials
at endpoints 1|2] – 30.3º[estimated visual error for ‘ask’ group on VI trials at endpoints 1|2]
8.6º) at endpoints 3 and 4. Another way of saying this is that ‘ask’ subjects were less sensitive to
experimental instructions at endpoints 3 and 4: average visual error was nearly equal irrespective
of instructions. This may, however, be an effect of pathway geometry. The geometrical
relationship between endpoint and origin at endpoints 3 and 4 make modality averaging (and
therefore a smaller difference between error types in VI/PI trials) more likely – see section 2.2.8.
3.10 Subject groups differed in their willingness to optimize proprioceptive error
3.10.1 Effect of instructions on proprioceptive error
Proprioceptive errors were also increased in both incongruent trial types relative to
congruent trials for the ‘no ask’ group. Visual instructions increased ‘no ask’ subjects’
proprioceptive error by an estimated 27º, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=27.001, SE=4.673, t=5.778, p<.001), while

proprioceptive instructions increased proprioceptive error by an estimated 9.9º, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=9.87,

SE=4.665, t=2.116, p=.035). Note that the estimated effect of PI trials on proprioceptive error
(9.9º) is smaller than the estimated effect of VI trials on visual error (24.3º) for the ‘no ask’
group. This suggests that ‘no ask’ subjects may have been more willing to prioritize
proprioceptive error when given proprioceptive instructions relative to their willingness to
prioritize visual error with visual instructions. For additional evidence of a modality preference,
we can also measure the extent to which each type of error was modulated by the instructions in
incongruent trials. For example, while the estimated impact of visual instructions on ‘no ask’
subjects’ proprioceptive error (~27º) was larger than the estimated impact of visual instructions
on visual error (~24º), visual error was only optimized (reduced) by a relative difference of 3º. In
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contrast, the impact of proprioceptive instructions on ‘no ask’ subjects’ visual error was
estimated to be 35.7º, while the impact of proprioceptive instructions on ‘no ask’ subjects’
proprioceptive error was estimated to be only 9.9º. Proprioceptive error was therefore optimized
relative to visual error by a relative difference of about 25.8º. Therefore, ‘no ask’ subjects
appeared to be much more willing to discount the visual modality on PI trials relative to their
willingness to discount the proprioceptive modality on VI trials (Fig. 7). Another conclusion that
can be drawn from these comparisons is that the difference between proprioceptive and visual
error differed less on VI trials compared to PI trials. This is corroborated in section 3.11.
The effects of incongruent instructions on proprioceptive error were much larger for ‘ask’
subjects relative to ‘no ask’ subjects, suggesting a tendency to commit greater proprioceptive
errors on VI and PI relative to CI trials, perhaps due to the optimization of visual error. ‘Ask’
subjects increased their proprioceptive error by 68.5º more than the ‘no ask’ group in response to
visual instructions (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=68.547, SE=8.372, t=8.187, p<.001), suggesting their proprioceptive error

increased by a net margin of 95.5º (27º [estimated effect of VI trials] + 68.5º [estimated VI

trial-subject group interaction effect] 95.5º) in VI relative to CI trials. Relative to the ‘no ask’
group, the ‘ask’ group also suffered from a larger increase in proprioceptive error in PI trials.
They increased their proprioceptive error by ~44º more than the ‘no ask’ group in PI trials,
(֪֪𝛽𝛽^=44.311, SE=8.347, t=5.309, p<.001), or by a total margin of 54.2º (9.9º [estimated effect of
PI trials] + 44.3º [estimated PI trial-subject group interaction effect] 54.2º).

While ‘ask’ subjects did reduce their proprioceptive error more on PI trials relative to VI
trials, the extent to which they optimized proprioceptive (relative to visual) error in PI trials was
much lower than the extent to which they optimized visual (relative to proprioceptive) error in
VI trials (Fig. 7). For example, PI trials increased ‘ask’ subjects’ proprioceptive error by an
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estimated 54.2º (see paragraph above), while they increased ‘ask’ subjects’ visual error by 74º
(see previous section). Therefore, proprioceptive error was prioritized by a margin of 19.8º on PI
trials. Conversely, VI trials increased ‘ask’ subjects’ visual error by 24.3º (see previous section),
while they increased ‘ask’ subjects’ proprioceptive error by 95.5º (see paragraph above),
indicating that visual error was prioritized by a margin of 71.2º on VI trials. In other words, the
margin that favored ‘ask’ subjects’ visual error on VI trials was more than threefold larger than
that that which favored proprioceptive error on PI trials. Therefore, ‘ask’ subjects demonstrated
the opposite tendency than ‘no ask’ subjects in terms of their willingness to discount modalities –
they much more readily discounted the proprioceptive modality in PI trials and were more
resistant to discounting the visual modality in VI trials. Additionally, the extent to which they
prioritized the visual modality on VI trials was stronger than the ‘no ask’ groups’ prioritization
of the proprioceptive modality on PI trials, perhaps because they were more accurate overall.
Note that all the above findings apply to trials at endpoints 1 and 2 (reference conditions).
Differences in the trends observed at endpoints 3 and 4 are discussed in the next section. Recall
that section 3.9.2 revealed that ‘ask’ subjects’ optimization of visual error on VI trials was less
apparent at endpoints 3|4 relative to endpoints 1|2. The effect instructions had on visual error was
also reduced at endpoints 3 and 4 for ‘no ask’ subjects. Interestingly, visual error was even
predicted to be increased less on PI relative to VI trials at these locations for the ‘no ask’ group.
This was unexpected, as visual error was predicted to be compromised more so on PI trials.
However, this may have been due to the geometry of these pathways (section 2.2.8). The next
section discuss how effects on proprioceptive error are differentially modulated at endpoints 3|4.
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Figure 7: Comparison of visual and proprioceptive errors for each trial type and pathway shape. Upper row
represents entries from ‘no ask’ group, lower row from ‘ask’ group. Note that visual and proprioceptive errors are
equivalent in CI trials, therefore differences only emerge in VI and PI trials.

3.10.2 Effect of pathway shape on proprioceptive error
The effect of visual instructions on proprioceptive error, like visual error, was reduced at
endpoints 3 and 4 relative to 1 and 2 for the ‘no ask’ group, as evidenced by a significant
interaction (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-19.493, SE=6.603, t=-2.952, p=.003). This implied that ‘no ask’ subjects’

proprioceptive error increased by only 7.5º (27º [baseline effect estimate of VI trials] + -19.5º
[VI trial-3|4 pathway shape interaction effect estimate]= 7.5º) on VI trials at endpoints 3 and
4, or by approximately 20º less than it did at endpoints 1 and 2. While a reduction in effect size
was also predicted for PI trials at endpoints 3 and 4 relative to endpoints 1 and 2 for the ‘no ask’
group, it was not found to be statistically significant, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-11.013, SE=6.587, t=-1.672, p=.095).
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How the effect of instructions (on proprioceptive error) differed at endpoints 3 and 4
relative to endpoints 1 and 2 was even more apparent for the ‘ask’ group, as evidenced by
significant 3-way interactions between pathway shape, subject grouping and both types of
instructions (see next two reported statistics). This 3-way interaction implied that ‘ask’ subjects
reduced proprioceptive error substantially more at endpoints 3 and 4. In fact, the ‘ask’ group
reduced their endpoint 3|4 (relative to endpoint 1|2) proprioceptive error by 66º more than the
‘no ask’ group on VI trials, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-66.092, SE=11.867, t=-5.570, p<.001), ultimately yielding an

estimated proprioceptive error of 33.1º (78.3º [intercept estimate, or estimated visual error in
baseline conditions] + 27º[baseline effect estimate of VI trials] + -52.5º [baseline effect
estimate of ‘ask’ group] + -34.5º[baseline effect estimate of 3|4 pathway geometry] + 68.5º
[VI trial-subject grouping interaction effect estimate] + -19.5º [VI trial-3|4 pathway shape
interaction effect estimate] + 31.9º[3|4 pathway shape-subject group interaction effect
estimate] + -66.1º[3-way interaction effect estimate for VI trials -‘ask’ group-3|4 pathway
shape]= 33.1º) at endpoints 3|4, which was only greater than their proprioceptive error on CI
trials by 7.3º (78.3º [intercept estimate, or estimated visual error in baseline conditions] + 52.5º [baseline effect estimate of ‘ask’ group] = 25.8º; 33.1º – 25.8º=7.3º ). Similarly, ‘ask’
subjects reduced their endpoint 3|4 (relative to endpoint 1|2) proprioceptive error by 30.6º more
than the ‘no ask’ group in PI trials, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-30.649, SE=11.895, t=-2.577, p=.01), ultimately yielding
an estimated proprioceptive error of 46.8º (78.3º [intercept estimate, or estimated visual error
in baseline conditions] + 9.9º[baseline effect estimate of PI trials] + -52.5º [baseline effect
estimate of ‘ask’ group] + -34.5º[baseline effect estimate of 3|4 pathway geometry] +
44.3º[PI trial-subject group interaction effect estimate] + 31.9º[3|4 pathway shape-subject
group interaction effect estimate] + -30.6º[3-way interaction effect estimate for PI trials -
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‘ask’ group-3|4 pathway shape]= 46.8º), which was larger than the proprioceptive error on VI
trials (at these locations) by 13.7º.
It's not immediately clear why proprioceptive error was reduced to a larger extent in VI trials
relative to PI trials at endpoints 3 and 4. This suggests that ‘ask’ subjects were actually
optimizing proprioceptive error to a greater degree on VI trials than they were on PI trials.
Interestingly, ‘ask’ subjects also reduced their visual errors in VI trials to a greater degree than
they did in PI trials at endpoints 3 and 4, by about 8.6º (see previous section). Given that visual
and proprioceptive errors are dependent on one another within trials (as one increases, the other
decreases), it’s not clear why such a pattern – i.e.: the fact that visual AND proprioceptive errors
predictions were smaller in VI relative to PI trials - would emerge. Note, however, that because
the LMMs for visual and proprioceptive errors were constructed separately, within-trial visual
and proprioceptive errors were not necessarily considered jointly and were treated as
independent datapoints. Therefore, estimates made about visual and proprioceptive error under
various conditions may not have mirrored within-trial patterns, where errors were dependent.
Table 3: Effects of trial type on visual and proprioceptive error. Each cell lists the estimated effect size for each
instruction set. Estimated net error for the given trial type is also provided in parentheses. Note that CI trials have
no estimated effect because they are the reference condition. These statistics are from the LMMs discussed in
sections 3.9 & 3.10.

Error type

CI

VI
PI

‘no ask’ group
1|2 pathway shape
3|4 pathway shape
Visual

Prop.

Visual

Prop.

‘ask’ group
1|2 pathway shape
3|4 pathway shape
Visual

Prop.

Visual

Prop.

N/A (78.3º)

N/A (78.3º)

N/A (43.9º)

N/A (43.9º)

N/A (25.8º)

N/A (25.8º)

N/A (23.2º)

N/A (23.2º)

24.3º (102.6º)

27º (105.3º)

7.1º (51º)

7.5º (51.4º)

24.3º (50.1º)

95.5º (121.3º)

7.1º (30.3º)

9.9º (33.1º)

35.7º (114º)

9.9º (88.2º)

4.6º (48.5º)

9.9º (53.8º)

74º (99.8º)

54.2º (80º)

15.7º (38.9º)

23.6º (46.8º)

3.11 The ‘no ask’ group was more prone to averaging between modalities
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3.11.1 On average, ‘no ask’ subjects more frequently balanced both types of error
As discussed in the introduction, two integration strategies exist in the context of cue
conflicts: averaging or discounting. To investigate whether these strategies differed between
groups, averaging behavior was evaluated by comparing differences between visual and
proprioceptive errors. If subjects committed comparable visual and proprioceptive errors, it was
presumed they were averaging. If subjects reduced error for a single modality, compromising the
other, it was presumed they were discounting policy. This behavior was quantified by the AD
score (see Methods), bound between .5 (maximum averaging) and 1(maximum discounting).
There was a significant difference in the AD scores of ‘ask’ (M=.79, SD=.07) and ‘no
ask’ (M=.70 , SD=.04) subjects, t(10.16) = 3.56, p= .005. Because the ‘ask’ group had a larger
mean AD, they were more likely to discount, while the ‘no ask’ group more commonly averaged.
3.11.2 Averaging was intentional rather than accidental
It’s possible that subjects in the ‘no ask’ group were not intentionally averaging on
incongruent trials insomuch as their orientation entries were unintentionally equalizing both
types of errors, i.e.: due to large, errors relative to their targets. Whether averaging was
intentional was confirmed by comparing entries on VI and PI trials to entries on CI trials. First
(criterion 1), it had to be confirmed that orientation entries were significantly different between
incongruent and congruent trials. If they were, it would factor out the possibility that ‘no ask’
subjects’ high averaging scores were due simply to the fact that they were orienting the same
way that they did in CI trials. Second (criterion 2), it had to be confirmed that orientation entries
were brought closer to a ‘centralized’ (optimal averaging) position on VI and PI trials relative to
CI trials. Note that heading vectors (whether virtual or physical), were centralized when they
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were perpendicular to the line of symmetry (either 90º or 270º) – see Supplementary Fig. 7. To
verify the second criteria, it was first determined which angle each mean response vector was
most proximate to (either 90º or 270º). Net distances to the closer reference vector were then
compared between CI, VI, and PI trials. If the distances of the mean response vectors to their
optimal averaging positions were smaller in VI and PI trials relative to CI trials (criterium 2), and
if these samples were determined (by a Watson’s two-sample test) to originate from different
populations (criterium 1), it could be confirmed that subjects were averaging intentionally.
Supplementary Table 3A confirms that ‘no ask’ subjects were intentionally averaging,
although this varied between endpoints as well as trial types. Averaging behavior was most
apparent at endpoints 2 and 3, which both occur in the right hemisphere of the virtual world.
More specifically, ‘no ask’ subjects were more likely to orient their virtual heading vectors
towards the optimal averaging position at endpoints 2 and 3, and did so in a way that was
significantly different from their orientation behavior during CI trials at the same virtual location
(VI trials: U2 = .32, p < .01; U2 = .30, p < .01; PI trials: U2 = .55, p < .001; U2 = .34, p < .01), and
thus presumably intentional. They were also more likely to orient their physical heading vectors
in an optimal averaging direction when physically ‘at’ endpoints 2 and 3, but this was only found
to be significantly different from CI orientations on VI trials, U2 = .31, p < .01; U2 = .26, p < .05.
In fact, on PI trials in these same physical locations, subjects oriented in a manner similar to CI
trials. This suggests that, although ‘no ask’ subjects were prone to averaging their virtual
heading vector on PI trials at endpoints 2 and 3, indicating that the direction in which they faced
in the virtual world was not significantly guided by either modality, they were much less prone
to averaging their physical heading vector on PI trials, indicating that the direction they faced in
the physical world was more likely to correspond with a single modality, and in fact effectively
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matched the congruent turning behavior at that physical location. What the latter again supports
is the idea that ‘no ask’ subjects may have preferentially utilized the proprioceptive modality in a
majority of cases, i.e.: when they were not averaging (section 3.9). If this was not the case, it
might be expected that ‘no ask’ subjects would discount (align preferentially with one reference
vector) using their virtual heading vectors in VI trials. This, however, was not the case, and ‘no
ask’ subjects were prone to averaging their virtual heading at endpoints 2/3on VI trials,
suggesting they were not attempting to align it either with virtual or proprioceptive memory.
‘Ask’ subjects were also somewhat prone to averaging on incongruent trials, but only at
one specific location in the virtual/physical world, and only on PI trials. While it cannot be
confirmed what heading vector they were ‘using’, Supplementary Table 3B provides evidence
that ‘ask’ subject selectively followed an averaging policy on trials where they were virtually
located at endpoint 1 and physically located at endpoint 2, orienting their virtual (U2 = .53, p <
.001) and physical (U2 = .45, p < .001) heading vectors distinctly compared to CI trials. This
indicates that the ‘ask’ group, at least on PI trials at this location, were less confident about their
visual or proprioceptive memory, and neither was reliable enough to warrant discounting.
There were no significant differences between the physical or virtual heading samples of
‘ask’ subjects on VI and PI trials relative to CI trials at endpoints 3 and 4 (criterion 1). Averaging
may have occurred at endpoints 3 and 4, but it cannot be confirmed, due to the proximity of the
optimal averaging angle from the true vectors (see section 2.2.8).
The propensity to average in the ‘ask’ group did not depend on the shape of the path, as
even endpoints with the same pathway shapes had different effects on ‘ask’ subjects’ averaging
(Supplementary Table 3B). Their averaging may therefore have been an effect of heterogeneous
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visual salience throughout the environment, or alternatively, the different directions in which the
reward objects appeared during the object search phase (Fig. 1).
3.12 Modality use did not predict improvements or reductions in accuracy
To determine whether modality preference (indexed by turn direction and orientation
behavior, see Methods) had an impact on orientation accuracy, an LMM including binary
preference as a fourth fixed effect (plus all possible 2-way and 3-way interactions) was fit to
predict angular error. Note again that angular error is the error (whether visual or proprioceptive)
corresponding with the modality that was assumed to have been used on each trial, where
modality use was determined based on turn direction and the alignment of one’s heading vector.
Modality preference was NOT found to have an impact on angular error, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=1.994, SE=5.522,
t=.361, p=.718), suggesting there was no evidence that the specific origin (whether visual or

proprioceptive) that subjects attempted to turn toward or align with influenced their accuracy.
Moreover, the impact of binary preference was not modulated by subject group, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-8.822,

SE=9.05, t=-.975, p=.33), instructions, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=.493, SE=7.373, t=.067, p=.947), or pathway shape,

(֪֪𝛽𝛽^=6.353, SE=7.422, t=.856, p=.392), as evidenced by the non-significance of these interactions.
3.13 ‘Ask’ but not ‘no ask’ subjects improved orientation accuracy across trials

To test whether orientation accuracy improved, degraded, or stayed the same across
trials, time was incorporated into an LMM predicting angular error. Orientation accuracy was
not found to degrade or improve with trial number for the ‘no ask’ group, χ2(1) = 0.17, p= .676.
Trial number did, however, have a significant impact on orientation accuracy for the ‘ask’ group,
χ2(1) = 0.647, p= .011, and was estimated to reduce angular error by -.26º per trial (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=-0.26º,

SE=0.1, t=-2.56), or by a total of about -12.5º by the end of the experiment. Trial order also had a

significant effect on depth error for the ‘ask’ group, χ2(1) = 22.54, p>.001. In fact, depth error
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was found to increase across trials, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=0.06, SE=0.01, t=4.82), implying that ‘ask’ subjects

placed the flag 2.9 meters farther from themselves by the end of the experiment, on average. A
similar but smaller magnitude trend in depth error was also found for ‘no ask’ subjects, (֪֪𝛽𝛽^=0.04,

SE=0.01, t=5.05), χ2(1) = 25.25, p>.001.

3.14 Performance did not differ for incongruent trials preceded by congruent trials
Due to the correspondence of allothetic and idiothetic cues in congruent conditions, CI trials may
serve to strengthen the spatial representations that are then presumably accessed during (and
perhaps even weakened by) incongruent trials. If so, one might expect to see improved
performance on VI/PI trials that immediately follow CI trials relative to VI/PI trials that follow
other incongruent trials. Using independent t-tests, angular error was therefore compared
between these incongruent trial types, for VI and PI trials separately. Note that because trials
were ordered randomly within blocks, there was no guarantee that these trial types were equally
balanced – therefore dependent (paired-sample) t-tests were not feasible. No difference was
found between PI trials preceded by congruent trials and PI trials preceded by incongruent trials
for the ‘no ask’ t(293.63) = -0.15 , p= 0.88, or ‘ask’ groups, t(130.39) = -0.57 , p= 0.57. VI trials
preceded by congruent trials also did not differ from VI trials preceded by incongruent trials,
neither for the ‘no ask’, t(310.03) = 0.41 , p= 0.68, nor ‘ask’ groups, t(137.4) = 0.65 , p= 0.52.
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4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Fundamental differences between subject groupings
That the ‘ask’ group committed angular errors that were approximately 53º smaller than
those committed by the ‘no ask’ group in congruent conditions (see section 3.5) supports the
position that they may have improved spatial sense relative to the other subject group. Moreover,
with one exception (proprioceptive error in VI trials at endpoints 1 & 2), the ‘ask’ group also
committed smaller visual AND proprioceptive errors in incongruent trials on average (see Table
3), suggesting that their accuracy was not necessarily modality specific. As a last point, ‘ask’
subjects were also more accurate in perceiving the appropriate difference between endpoint
distances, and correctly judged that endpoints 1 and 2 were farther from the origin (see section
3.8). It is possible that this group’s propensity for higher accuracy in judging both direction and
position is what made them more sensitive to the modality disparity on incongruent trials, as
evidenced by their initial questioning of the investigators (see section 2.1.5). It is also possible
that this group may have been more motivated to complete the task in general, which would
explain both why they were thorough in their questioning during training and more accurate.
Based on multiple pieces of evidence, subject groups also differed in their preferred
modality. For example, the ‘ask’ group maintained an MWR that implied a greater weighting of
the visual modality throughout the experiment (even in PI trials), but to an even greater degree in
VI trials. On the other hand, the ‘ask’ group only slightly weighted the visual modality in VI
trials (yielding an MWR that was close to optimal averaging), and weighted the proprioceptive
modality more strongly in PI trials (see section 3.3). Other evidence can be found in section 3.10,
which demonstrated that ‘ask’ subjects were much more likely to discount the proprioceptive
modality in VI trials (as evidenced by a large margin between proprioceptive and visual error)
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than they were to discount the visual modality in PI trials (as evidenced by a small margin
between proprioceptive and visual error). The opposite was found for the ‘no ask’ group, who
more willingly discounted the visual modality in PI trials. The last piece of evidence can be
taken from the fact that, when collapsing across incongruent trial types, the ‘ask’ groups’ average
visual error was much lower than their average proprioceptive error, while the opposite was true
for the ‘no ask’ group (section 3.2). That modality preference AND performance significantly
differed between these groups is evidence that human individuals do not weigh spatially relevant
cue types in a species-specific manner, that specific modalities may promote greater accuracy
(see section 4.2), and that modality dependence may relate to sensitivity to cue conflicts.
One additional difference discovered between groups was the extent to which their
performance in congruent conditions was impacted by pathway shape. While the ‘ask’ group
committed angular errors that were smaller by only 3º at endpoints 3 and 4 relative to endpoints
1 and 2, the ‘ask’ group committed angular errors that were smaller by 36º. This indicates that
they benefited substantially from the geometry of these pathways, which also happened to be
closer from the origin by a difference of 1.3’. Performance on incongruent trials was also
impacted by pathway shape, although it’s not clear whether this was a result of perturbed
accuracy. For example, both groups were found to commit lower visual and proprioceptive errors
(see section 3.9, 3.10) at these locations. However, this may have been because the response
vectors for both modalities were closer to being separated by an angular distance of 180º, which
meant that it was much easier to optimize (reduce) error for both modalities simultaneously, even
if this was an unintentional consequence of intended discounting (see section 2.2.8).
Nevertheless, that the performance of the ‘no ask’ group was modulated by pathway shape on CI
trials provides interesting hypotheses about the interaction between a sensitivity to pathway
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geometry and the other characteristics of this group, namely their tendency to rely on idiothetic
feedback. This may suggest that errors in the path integration process accumulate in a manner
that is sensitive to the specific shape of trajectory (or sequence of turns) rather than just net
distance or turn magnitude. For example, perhaps combining two turns in the same direction or
two turns in opposite directions across the same span of time and space places different
computational demands on path integration (therefore differentially impacting error).
4.2 Only between-subject (and NOT within-subject) differences in modality use predicted
improvements or reductions in accuracy
The previous section discusses the possibility that the preferential use of the visual modality may
support higher accuracy when orienting in space, as evidenced by the fact that both
characteristics are found in the ‘ask’ group. However, the LMM constructed in section 3.12 did
not find a significant link between assumed modality use (as indexed by turn direction and the
alignment of orientation entries) and angular error. In other words, turns toward the visual origin
did not necessarily predict lower visual errors compared to the proprioceptive errors committed
following turns towards the proprioceptive origin. One way to interpret these conflicting results
is to consider the fact that the kind of ‘modality preference’ that actually modulates accuracy is a
within-subject, rather than within-trial characteristic. For example, consider the case where two
distinct subjects turn towards the visual origin on the same incongruent trial. One of these
subjects may have turned in this direction because they were swayed by the (visual) instructions
given on that trial. Conversely, the other subject may have turned in this direction because using
the visual modality is their baseline (inherent) preference. Note that a subject’s ‘baseline
preference’ is, in this study, determined by a consistent reduction in one type of error. Therefore,
a subject with a visual preference would be (by definition) expected to achieve higher accuracy
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when turning and aligning with the visual modality. Now, let’s say that the first subject actually
exhibited a baseline proprioceptive preference - turning according to the visual modality only
because of the instructions they were given on that particular trial would be expected to degrade
their performance. Therefore, it’s NOT the case that the results of this study suggest that using
the visual modality enhances accuracy in a spatial orientation task (this is in fact disproved in
section 3.12). Rather, it suggests that individuals that demonstrate an inherent preference for the
visual modality may be more accurate overall. This further suggests that different computational
approaches to multimodal integration may be determined early in life, and adult individuals may
be resistant to alternating to new strategies later in life. These results support the position that the
spatial processing systems of the human brain, including potentially the algorithms they perform
to track position and heading in space, do not appear to be uniform across individuals. Moreover,
the extent to which they rely on idiothetic or allothetic inputs in performing specific spatial
calculations appears to impact the magnitude of error they commit.
4.3 Use of mnemonic techniques could not have directly interfered with orientation
During the interviews that followed the experiment, several subjects (4/9 in the ‘ask’ group
and 7/20 in the ‘no ask’ group) reported using non-spatial mnemonic techniques, such as
remembering the turn sequences as letters (e.g.: ‘L’, ‘R’, ‘R’) to assist them when navigating.
While doing so presumably circumvents the necessity to navigate using a spatial representation,
it doesn’t necessarily prevent the formation of a cognitive map, which may be spontaneous in
mammals (Tolman et al., 1946). Moreover, while utilizing mnemonic techniques may shift one’s
attention away from their surroundings and towards abstract sequences held in mind, it does not
necessarily interfere with path integration. It’s therefore not clear whether the use of mnemonic
techniques interfered with the maintenance of orientation sense. In fact, very little work has
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examined the role of attention in path integration, although allowing subjects to select their own
turns has no significant impact on homing ability (Chrastil and Warren, 2013; Wan et al., 2010).
In general, it should be noted that while navigating to the correct endpoint can be achieved
using configural knowledge of environment layout, the orientation task can only be completed
by assuming an egocentric stance, which requires the constant tracking of movement. This may
be one reason why 27/29 subjects reported finding the orientation exercise the most difficult part
of the experiment – one cannot necessarily rely on simplified rules to complete it.
4.4 Performance does not match reported experimental difficulties in the ‘no ask’ group
Comparing combined error between incongruent trial types, the ‘ask’ group performed better
on VI trials, while the ‘no ask’ group performed better on PI trials (section 3.7). This doesn’t,
however, reflect subject reports, at least in the ‘no ask’ group. In fact, of the 20 subjects in the
‘no ask’ group, 13 reported finding PI trials most difficult. While surprising, this result highlights
a dissociation between the path integrator and conscious mechanisms of navigation. Moreover,
it’s possible that members of the ‘no ask’ group struggled when turning at decision points on PI
trials, but were not as negatively impacted when orienting and completing the flag exercise.
4.5 Some subjects improved, but likely did not achieve procedural expertise
Each subject navigated to each virtual location 12 times, and four times for each instruction
set. Across the experiment, subjects were therefore likely improving the procedural skills
required to complete each trial type. In fact, according to interviews conducted after the study, of
the 29 subjects, six reported navigating habitually after 12 trials, five after 24 trials, and three
after 32 trials. Conversely, eight subjects reported never achieving habitual status, while 7
reported doing so at different rates for different objects.
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It is well known that as rats and humans learn and repeatedly navigate along familiar
routes, the neural activity that accompanies their behavior gradually shifts from the hippocampus
– reflecting effortful spatial reasoning – to the caudate nucleus – reflecting procedural expertise
(Iaria et al., 2003; Packard & McGaugh, 1996). Moreover, monkeys appear to prefer using a
procedural rather than purely spatial strategy when navigating to reward locations in later, but
not earlier trials (Etienne et al., 2014). Because a procedural approach does not recruit a
hippocampal ‘cognitive map’ (instead cueing a sequence of motor commands or sensory-motor
associations) it may impact orienting behavior. One possibility is that orientation accuracy
would be degraded given procedural behavior, i.e.: because a spatial representation was not
actively sustained across a subject’s trajectory. Another possibility is that orientation accuracy
would be unimpaired, i.e.: because it may have become part of the procedural sequence.
Because of the negligible effects of trial order on ‘no ask’ subjects’ orientation error (see
section 3.13), ‘no ask’ subjects may have utilized a similar orientation strategy across the
experiment, irrespective of whether their turning behavior at decision points eventually became
habitual. It cannot be known, however, whether the stability of their orientation error is evidence
for or against procedural behavior. In fact, a transfer from effortful learning to procedural skill
does not necessarily imply improvement or a reduction in error (Bosse et al., 2015).
It could be argued that the design of the experiment, which randomized trial types, may have
dissuaded subjects from using a procedural orientation policy, where the movements required to
navigate to an object on testing trials depends on instructions. Further evidence for this
possibility can be found in the fact that no single subject used the same modality across trials,
suggesting that all subjects at one point alternated between clockwise and counter-clockwise
turns at the same endpoint, a pattern that would be improbable in a procedural state.
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4.6 Differential averaging vs. discounting behavior may relate to baseline accuracy
Subjects in the ‘no ask’ group were found to be more prone to modality averaging (section
3.11). Recall that the ‘no ask’ group was also found to commit larger angular errors on congruent
trials, where both modalities aligned (section 3.5). This appears to suggest that the mechanism
that interferes with homing accuracy in normal conditions may relate to the mechanism that
promotes discounting in cue conflict conditions. This is not necessarily harmonious with
previous studies of human homing under modality conflicts, which found that adults, but not
children, were more likely to average between allothetic and idiothetic cues when a discrepancy
was introduced, AND yielded lower error when the same cues were congruent (Nardini et al.,
2008). It should be noted, however, that this paradigm introduced a small 15º discrepancy
between cues, whereas this experiment offset cues by a maximal amount - 180º. Given that small
and large discrepancies are known to trigger different integration strategies (Cheng et al., 2007;
Etienne & Jeffery, 2004), it’s reasonable to predict that the paradigm by Nardini and colleagues
would have yielded different findings with a larger offset. Moreover, the children in their study
appeared to discount given the developmental incapacity to integrate, rather than the making of a
statistically optimal choice. Again, it’s possible that the tendency to average or discount given
large disparities, which this study proved differs between individuals, may arise from the same
mechanisms that integrate modalities in congruent conditions.
4.7 Subjects probably did not adjust ‘gain’ of path integrator in response to cue conflict
Evidence from visuomotor adaptation (Proffitt et al., 2003; Rieser et al., 1995) and studies of
blindfolded subjects orienting in learned environments (Nico et al., 2002; Rieser, 1999) suggests
that path integration is modulated by spatial representations gained from previous experience.
This phenomenon may have impacted the subjects in this study in the following way: given the
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enduring impact allothetic information can have on path integration, specific sequences of selfmotion feedback may have been semi-permanently reinforced by previous instances of
coincident visual information that were stored in memory, i.e.: by providing an allothetic
reference frame in the form of learned boundaries. This allothetic reference frame could have
therefore served the path integrator (structuring how it updated) even when allothetic input was
absent. Presumably, this effect (using the memory of allothetic structure to support idiothetic
integration) would be stronger if visual inputs were completely absent (as in blindfolded studies)
rather than conflicting with the memory being utilized (as in the current study, where subjects
travelled along mirrored paths). Indeed, 11 subjects reported mentally superimposing
information on top of their surroundings during PI trials, i.e.: to combat conflicting visual inputs.
This consisted either of imagining the appropriate visual scene or attempting to ‘blur out’ the
incorrect visual scene. Unfortunately, whether subjects utilized an enduring allothetic
representation (maintained internally) to support their idiothetic integration cannot be confirmed.
However, if this were the case, one might expect subjects to perform better on PI trials that were
immediately preceded by CI trials (reinforcing the memory of the allothetic frame coupled to the
same idiothetic sequence). This, however, was not seen in the either subject group (section 3.14).
4.8 Potential effects of attention on multimodal integration
While multimodal integration is generally thought to be automatic, it appears to be modulated by
attention (Talsma et al., 2010). For example, neural activity in striate and extrastriate regions was
found to be greater when subjects attended to visual lip movements that corresponded with
simultaneous audio samples than when they attended to lip movements that were discordant with
the auditory track (Vrooman et al., 2001). Diverting (visual) attention away from a multimodal
event can also prevent or reduce the level of visual influence on other modalities (Hugenschmidt
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et al., 2009; McGurk & MacDonald, 1976). These studies suggest that attention to a multimodal
event facilitates integration when modalities are congruent, and degrades integration when
modalities are incongruent. That attention modulates multimodal integration supports the
interpretation that the ‘no ask’ group may have been attending less to the visual modality,
therefore circumventing the facilitatory effect in CI trials (i.e.: by performing poorly – see
section 3.5) and reducing the interference effect in PI and VI trials (because their performance,
including both visual and proprioceptive error, was impacted less by the mirroring manipulation–
see sections 3.9 and 3.10, table 10). This would also explain why the ‘no ask’ group performed
best (considering combined error) on PI trials relative to VI trials, i.e.: in cases when they were
explicitly told not to attend to their vision. Conversely, members of the ‘ask’ group, who were
likely attending more to the visual modality, may have experienced strong interference effects on
incongruent trials, where the effects of instructions on visual and proprioceptive error were
estimated to be larger than for the other group (section 3.9, 3.10), despite facilitatory effects on
CI trials (section 3.5).
4.9 Humans are resistant to visual modality dominance when visual arrays are preserved
Studies in rats (Suzuki et al., 1980) have demonstrated unique responses to landmark-based
disparities when the landmarks in question are entire arrays with several components.
Specifically, while 180º displacements of single landmarks frequently trigger discounting of the
visual cue (Cheng et al., 2007), 180º conflicts that preserve the configural relationships within an
array predict dominance of the visual modality. What the behavioral results of this study show,
however, is that humans appear to differ in their response to the disparity, even as the
relationships within visual arrays are preserved. In other words, the extent to which subject
groups were perturbed by the flipping of their virtual trajectories when orienting their virtual
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heading vectors to their targets, or the extent to which subject groups were perturbed by the
flipping of their physical turns when orienting their physical heading vectors to their targets
differed substantially (section 3.9, 3.10). Furthermore, while subject groups were more likely to
discount one modality compared to the other modality (section 3.9, 3.10), subject groups also
differed in their propensity to discount at all (or otherwise average) (section 3.11). Recall that
averaging is effectively unheard of in the behavioral animal literature on 180º cue disparities.
This may suggest fundamental differences between spatial learning in humans and animals.
4.10 Inconsistent place cell responses to conflicts: explanation for individual differences?
Studies in rodents have shown that place fields tend to ‘remap’ when the body of a rat is
rotated 180º, despite constant orientation relative to a visual cue (Knierim et al., 1998). On the
other hand, place fields will fail to update when the cue is rotated by the investigator (Rotenburg
& Muller, 1997). While these findings cannot necessarily be generalized to humans, what they
do suggest is that the effects of abruptly instantiated cue disparities depend on which modality
undergoes an abrupt change. In this paradigm, allothetic cues were mirrored following a turn in
darkness, consistent with the latter experimental design. Whether this triggered complete
‘remapping’ or stationarity amongst place cells cannot be confirmed, but it is worth mentioning
that humans may have registered this change (a 180º visual shift under conditions of physical
stationarity) differentially from a change that required a 180º turn under conditions of visual
constancy. In fact, whether place cell remapping or stationarity occurred could potentially
explain the individual differences observed, as stationarity presumably suggests an insensitivity
to allothetic information, while remapping presumably suggests a strong weighting of it.
4.11 Cue instability did not promote learning of a landmark discounting policy
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The tendency to discount modalities has been shown to be experience-dependent, i.e.: gradually
induced as cues are learned to be unstable (Jeffery, 1998; Knierim et al., 1995). While the
incongruent trials of this experiment induced landmark-instability, it is not clear if subjects from
either group learned a discounting policy over time, especially for the ‘no ask’ group, who did
not reduce angular error across trials (section 3.13), suggesting they continued to average. That
cue instability did not trigger landmark discounting in a time-dependent fashion may have been
because subjects were explicitly told about the mirroring manipulation and may have aligned
their expectations with what they eventually saw following the removal of the black screen. On
the other hand, that subjects were given instructions to navigate using one modality on
incongruent trials may have controlled their sensitivity to prediction errors, i.e.: because they
may not have been attending to the modality that conflicted with the memory they were using.
4.12 Sensitivity to pathway geometry differed between groups
Members of the ‘ask’ group performed relatively equivalently (differing only by 3º)
across endpoints on congruent trials (section 3.6). In contrast, the ‘no ask’ group performed
significantly (by ~34º) worse at endpoints 1 and 2, where they were required to make a 65º
clockwise or counterclockwise turn to face the origin, compared to the 168.7 º turn required at
endpoints 3 and 4 (Fig. 3). The turns required at endpoints 1 and 2 were offset from aligning with
the ‘z’ axis (Fig. 1) by 25º, while the turns required at endpoints 3 and 4 were offset from the ‘x’
axis by 11.3º. Assuming that subjects aligned the major and minor axis of their ‘mental map’
with the axes of environmental geometry (Meilinger et al., 2014; Shelton & McNamara, 2001),
one possibility is that the ‘no ask’ group was more successful when orienting at endpoints 3 and
4 because the target was actually closer (by >10º) to one of these axes of their mental map.
Recall that human subjects appear to perform optimally on JRD tasks when tasked to orient
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towards their preferred heading direction (which typically corresponds with environment layout)
as well as the directions offset by 90º, 180º, and 270º (Marchette et al., 2011). In this case,
subjects would be expected to perform best when orienting parallel to the ‘x’ or ‘z’ axes, as they
very nearly do at endpoints 3 and 4. There are, however, other possibilities. For example,
perhaps subjects performed worse at endpoints 1|2 because these pathways were concave at the
end rather than at the beginning (Fig. 1). In other words, the order in which turn direction repeats
(two right turns (R) or left turns (L) in a row) occurred differed between endpoints 3|4 (R,R,L |
L,L,R) and endpoints 1|2 (L,R,R | R,L,L). ‘No ask’ subjects may have also been influenced by
the local geometry at dead ends - previous studies have shown that humans frequently assume
the directions of learned locations align with the axes of their surroundings (Meilinger et al.,
2014). Turning according to local geometry would ensure higher accuracy only at endpoints 3|4.
Whatever the reason for perturbed performance at endpoints 1 and 2, this was only
observed in the ‘no ask’ group. The reason for this pathway-specific perturbation may therefore
relate to fundamental differences between these groups. For example, that the ‘ask’ group was
less sensitive to pathway geometry when orienting, and benefited less from the near-alignment of
the target vector with environment geometry, perhaps suggests that previous experimental
findings implying a four-fold optimization of orientation accuracy at 90º increments, or at the
major and minor axes of the mental map (McNamara, 2002) may only apply to subjects using a
path integration (as opposed to landmark-based) strategy.
4.13 This study selectively isolated the allothetic components of the visual modality
It should be noted that the visual modality contributes both idiothetic and allothetic
information to an agent. However, because this experiment did not actually mirror rotational
optic flow at decision points – due to the extreme oculo-vestibular discomfort (and associated
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nausea) this would cause – this paradigm was able to isolate the allothetic utility of the visual
modality. Therefore, this study directly investigated the differences between path integration and
landmark-based spatial mapping strategies, and contributes to an understanding of how these
mapping strategies interact in humans in several ways. First, it suggests that different individuals
appear to rely more strongly either on allothetic or idiothetic cues, with the former strategy
generally yielding smaller errors. Second, it suggests that subjects can flexibly attend to the
information associated with either mapping strategy, as evidenced by the fact that all subjects
alternated at least twice between strategies, and tended to do so in a manner predictable by the
instructions they were given. Third, it suggests that individuals vary in their ability to switch
from one mapping strategy to the other– it was found, for example, that members of the ‘no ask’
group were more resistant to modulating their modality preference depending on instructions, as
evidenced by the estimated effect of trial type on MWR, which was smaller by more than
twofold compared to the ‘ask’ group (section 3.3). Fourth, it suggests that while using one of the
two modalities does not necessarily guarantee higher accuracy on single trials (section 3.12),
average accuracy and modality preference appeared to be associated within subjects, ultimately
suggesting that spatial processing systems that naturally prioritize visual or allothetic stimuli
(perhaps because of a distinct developmental trajectory) seem to perform better when judging
both direction and distance (see section 3.8 for a comparison of depth judgments).
4.14 Conclusions
This study attempted to measure how humans weigh idiothetic and allothetic cues in cue
conflict scenarios. Two distinct groups emerged. One group consisted of subjects who were
initially sensitive to the irreconcilable nature of the competing cues. This group achieved greater
accuracy in a homing task, relied more on the allothetic modality, was more prone to
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discounting, and was less sensitive to pathway geometry. The other group performed poorly on a
homing task, appeared to rely on self-motion cues, tended to average between modalities, and
was more sensitive to pathway geometry. Further work should be done to test the possibility that
the observed differences between subject groupings may relate to a common mechanism.
Furthermore, that several subjects were found to average between cues on incongruent trials was
unexpected, given the wealth of animal literature that would predict discounting in the same
context. This highlights the possibility that spatial mapping, and perhaps multimodal integration
more generally, differs significantly between mammalian species.
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5. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary Table 1A & 1B: Statistics on modality use/preference, separated by subject group (for 'no ask' and
'ask' subjects, respectively). Note that the “average MWR” column and the “prop trial: total trial ratio” column
differ in that only the former takes into account the strength of the modality preference in each trial by comparing
the magnitude of visual and proprioceptive errors. The latter column simply derives the ratio between the number of
trials where the proprioceptive modality was used (according to turn direction and vector alignment) and the total
number of trials. In the second case, modality preference is coded as binary – either visual or proprioceptive – and
does not factor in the strength of that preference based on the relative optimization of angular error for the
preferred modality. For this reason, the subject with the strongest modality preference in terms of average modality
weighting [column 2] may not be the same subject that utilizes that particular modality in a greater proportion of
trials [column 6]. For example, while subject 12 had the strongest average weighting towards the proprioceptive
modality, subject 7 utilized the proprioceptive modality in a greater proportion of trials. The reason subject 7 did
not earn the highest average modality weighting (MWR) may be because they did not orient as accurately towards
the proprioceptive starting point. Note that while all subjects completed 32 incongruent testing trials, some trials
were removed because of minimal turning at the endpoint – see Methods

Supplementary Table 1A - same as Table 1 for ‘no ask’ subject group only
subject code

s.d. modality
weighting

20

average MWR
(across incongruent
trials)
0.410

0.201

no. visual
preference
trials
21

no. prop
preference
trials
10

prop trial:
total trial
ratio
0.323

10

0.449

0.301

21

11

0.344

3

0.459

0.226

17

12

0.414

6

0.463

0.225

14

14

0.500

9

0.468

0.271

15

16

0.516

8

0.472

0.188

16

11

0.407

16

0.476

0.261

15

11

0.423

19

0.490

0.200

12

16

0.571

5

0.490

0.265

12

15

0.556

21

0.499

0.293

13

16

0.552

15

0.499

0.232

14

17

0.548

1

0.509

0.203

12

16

0.571

28

0.512

0.180

12

16

0.571

2

0.513

0.223

17

15

0.469

11

0.514

0.244

13

16

0.552

24

0.514

0.240

14

16

0.533

17

0.573

0.175

10

20

0.667

4

0.635

0.171

4

28

0.875

23

0.696

0.253

6

20

0.769

7

0.714

0.198

2

30

0.938

MEAN

0.518

0.228

0.555

SD

0.079

0.038

0.159
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Supplementary Table 1B – same as Table 1 for ‘ask’ subject group only
subject code

s.d. modality
weighting

14

average modality
weighting (across
incongruent trials)
0.142

0.216

no. visual
preference
trials
22

no. prop
preference
trials
1

prop trial:
total trial
ratio
0.043

13

0.369

0.320

17

9

0.346

26

0.403

0.210

23

7

0.233

29

0.411

0.244

13

9

0.409

25

0.471

0.363

13

16

0.552

22

0.487

0.373

14

14

0.500

18

0.511

0.240

15

14

0.483

27

0.546

0.315

12

15

0.556

12

0.729

0.267

8

15

0.652

MEAN

0.452

0.283

0.419

SD

0.157

0.062

0.188

Supplementary Table 2A & 2B: Pairwise comparisons of orientation entry distributions separated by trial type for
each endpoint for ‘no ask’ and ‘ask’ subjects, respectively. When data are grouped by physical endpoint (upper 3
rows), orientation entries represent physical heading vectors. When data are grouped by virtual endpoint (lower 3
rows), orientation entries represent virtual heading vectors. Reported p-values represent the results from a
Watson’s two-sample test for homogeneity, where U2 is the test statistic. Highlighted cells indicate that the
differences between samples were found to be significant.

Supplementary Table 2A: Pairwise comparisons of orientation entries - “No ask” subjects
No
Ask-

Virtual Endpoint 1

Virtual Endpoint 2

Virtual Endpoint 3

Virtual Endpoint 4

CI x
VI

p>.10

p<.01

p<.01

p>.10

CI x
PI
VI x
PI

Nonnormalized
Entries

Normalized
Entries
(errors)

test statistic
= .1107

test statistic
= .1524

p<.001

test statistic
= .4101

p>.10

test statistic
= .1164

p>.05

p<.001

test statistic
= .4155

p>.10

test statistic
= .0808

Nonnormalized
Entries

Normalized
Entries
(errors)

test statistic
= .3194

test statistic
= .2732

p<.001

test statistic
= .5529

p>.10

test statistic
= .1271

p<.01

p<.001

test statistic
= .476

p>.10

test statistic
= .1056

Nonnormalized
Entries

Normalized
Entries
(errors)

test statistic
= .3013

test statistic
= .0355

p<.01

test statistic
= .3389

p>.10

test statistic
= .1061

p>.10
p>.10

test statistic
= .1518

p>.05

test statistic
= .1863

Nonnormalized
Entries

Normalized
Entries
(errors)

test statistic
= .1506

test statistic
= .0598

p<.001

test statistic
= .5702

p<.05

test statistic
= .2286

p>.10

p<.05

test statistic
= .2217

p>.05

test statistic
= .1553

CI x
VI

Physical Endpoint 1 Physical Endpoint 2 Physical Endpoint 3 Physical Endpoint 4
p>.05
p<.05
p<.01
p<.05
p<.05
p>.10
p>.10
p>.10

CI x
PI

p>.10

VI x
PI

test statistic
= .1829

test statistic
= .2507

test statistic
= .3061

test statistic
= .2579

test statistic
= .2642

test statistic
= .0413

test statistic
= .132

test statistic
= .0345

test statistic
= .0383

test statistic
= .0542

test statistic
= .0662

test statistic
= .0701

test statistic
= .0383

test statistic
= .107

test statistic
= .1234

test statistic
= .0696

p>.10

test statistic
= .1271

p>.10
p>.05

test statistic
= .1741

p>.10
p>.10

test statistic
= .1164

p>.10
p>.10

test statistic
= .1132

p>.10

p<.05

test statistic
= .2286

p>.10
p>.10

test statistic
= .1082

p>.10
p>.10

test statistic
= .1061

p>.10
p>.10

test statistic
= .0693
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Supplementary Table 2B: Pairwise comparisons of orientation entries – “Ask” subjects
Ask

CI x
VI
CI x
PI
VI x
PI

CI x
VI
CI x
PI
VI x
PI

Virtual Endpoint 1

Virtual Endpoint 2

Virtual Endpoint 3

Virtual Endpoint 4

p>.10

p>.10

p>.10

p>.10

Nonnormalized
Entries

Normalized
Entries
(errors)

test statistic
= .0704

test statistic
= .0655

p<.001

test statistic
= .5347

p<.01

test statistic
= .2996

p>.10

p<.001

test statistic
= .6867

p<.001

test statistic
= .3867

Physical Endpoint 1

p<.001

p<.001

p<.05

p>.05

test statistic
= 1.201
test statistic
= .257

p<.001

test statistic
= .5011

test statistic
= .834
test statistic
= .1617

p<.01

test statistic
= .3836

Nonnormalized
Entries

Normalized
Entries
(errors)

test statistic
= .09

test statistic
= .1117

p<.001

test statistic
= .6772

p<.001

test statistic
= .5011

p>.10

p<.001

test statistic
= .7976

p<.001

test statistic
= .503

Physical Endpoint 2

p<.001

p<.001

p<.001

p<.001

test statistic
= .9525
test statistic
= .4456

p<.001

test statistic
= .3024

test statistic
= 1.0665
test statistic
= .5491

p>.05

test statistic
= .1638

Nonnormalized
Entries

Normalized
Entries
(errors)

test statistic
= .0497

test statistic
= .0817

p>.10

test statistic
= .1141

p>.10

test statistic
= .0674

p>.10
p>.10

test statistic
= .1116

p>.10

test statistic
= .0701

Physical Endpoint 3

p>.10

p>.10

p>.10

p>.10

test statistic
= .0602
test statistic
= .0611

p>.10

test statistic
= .0625

test statistic
= .039
test statistic
= .0602

p>.10

test statistic
= .0446

Nonnormalized
Entries

Normalized
Entries
(errors)

test statistic
= .0538

test statistic
= .0763

p>.10

test statistic
= .0938

p>.10

test statistic
= .0622

p>.10
p>.10

test statistic
= .1475

p>.10

test statistic
= .1262

Physical Endpoint 4

p>.10

p>.10

p>.10

p>.10

test statistic
= .0922
test statistic
= .1306

p>.10

test statistic
= .0674

test statistic
= .1121
test statistic
= .1043

p>.10

test statistic
= .0321
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Supplementary Table 3A & 3B: Testing for averaging behavior for the ‘no ask’ and ‘ask’ subjects, respectively.
Upper rows display the angular distance between the mean response vector of the sample and the optimal averaging
angle (90º or 270º) – i.e.: to test for criterium 1 (see section 3.11.2). Lower rows represent the p-values derived
from a Watson’s U2 test carried out between the incongruent trial sample and matched CI trials. Columns that fulfill
both criterium 1 and 2 are highlighted (see section 3.11.2 – criterium 2 states that on incongruent trials, the mean
response vector minimizes the distance to the optimal averaging angle). Note that because they are always 180º
displaced from one another, the net distances of the mean physical and virtual heading vectors are always
equivalent between mirrored endpoints. The result is that, for instance, the distance of the mean physical heading
vector to the optimal averaging angle at endpoint 1 is the same as the distance of the mean virtual heading vector to
the optimal averaging angle at endpoint 2. Corresponding p-values may change, however, as the entries are
compared to different CI responses. See Supplementary Table 2A & 2B for Watson’s two-sample test statistics (nonnormalized entries column). *Distances are negligible (>5º) and therefore not considered.

Supplementary Table 3A: Centralization of orientation entries on incongruent trials
(testing for intentional averaging)- “No ask” subjects only:
No Ask
Virtual
Heading
(endpoints
grouped
by virtual
location)

Physical
Heading
(endpoints
grouped
by
physical
location)

Distance from
mean response
vector to
optimal
averaging angle
(90º or 270º)
Sample
significantly
different from
CI trials?

Distance from
mean response
vector to
optimal
averaging angle
(90º or 270º)
Sample
significantly
different from
CI trials?

Endpoint 1

PI

Endpoint 2

CI

VI

PI

Endpoint 3

CI

VI

PI

Endpoint 4

CI

VI

CI

VI

PI

29.8º

1.5º

40.3º

55.2º

5.2º

18.0º

28.1º

9.1º

5.7º

27.3º

4.9º

24.7º*

-

p>.10

p<.001

-

p<.01

p<.001

-

p<.01

p<.01

-

p>.10

p<.001

CI

VI

PI

CI

VI

PI

CI

VI

PI

CI

VI

PI

29.8º

5.2º

18.0º

55.2º

1.5º

40.3º

28.1º

4.9º

24.7º

27.3º

9.1º

5.7º

-

p>.05

p>.10

-

p<.01

p>.10

-

p<.05

p>.10

-

p>.10

p>.10

Supplementary Table 3B: Centralization of orientation entries on incongruent trials
(testing for intentional averaging) - “Ask” subjects only:
Ask
Virtual
Heading
(endpoints
grouped
by virtual
location)

Physical
Heading
(endpoints
grouped
by
physical
location)

Endpoint 1
Distance from
mean response
vector to
optimal
averaging angle
(90º or 270º)
Sample
significantly
different from
CI trials?

Distance from
mean response
vector to
optimal
averaging angle
(90º or 270º)
Sample
significantly
different from
CI trials?

CI

VI

PI

Endpoint 2

CI

VI

PI

Endpoint 3

CI

VI

PI

Endpoint 4

CI

VI

PI

85.2º

84.2º

4.9º

93.3º

83.6º

88.9º*

7.9º

11.8º

6.5º

4.6º

1.4º

16.5º

-

p>.10

p<.001

-

p>.01

p<.001

-

p>.10

p>.10

-

p>.10

p>.10

CI

VI

PI

CI

VI

PI

CI

VI

PI

CI

VI

PI

85.2º

83.6º*

88.9º

93.3º

84.2º

4.9º

7.9º

1.4º

16.5º

4.6º

11.8º

6.5º

-

p<.001

p<.05

-

p<.001

p<.001

-

p>.10

p>.10

-

p>.10

p>.10
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Supplementary Figure 1: Turn behavior on incongruent trials. Entries are mapped in terms of final orientation and
colored based on initial turn direction. It can be observed that subjects did not always turn efficiently, often rotating
more than 180º before submitting their final entry. The 0º point on the circle represents orientation of the subject
upon reaching the dead end. Turns towards the visual origin are indicated in brown and turn towards to
proprioceptive origin are indicated in green.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Visual error per trial type, separated by subject group.

Supplementary Figure 3: Proprioceptive error per trial type, separated by subject group.
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Supplementary Figure 4A (“No ask” subjects only): Virtual heading vectors plotted separately at each location in
the virtual environment. Orientation entries (dots) and mean response vectors (dotted line) are colored based on
trial type.
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Supplementary Figure 4B (“No ask” group only): Physical heading vectors plotted separately at each ‘physical’
location (based on physical turning behavior). Orientation entries (dots) and mean response vectors are colored
based on trial type.
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Supplementary Figure 5A (“Ask” group only): Virtual heading vectors plotted separately at each location in the
virtual environment. Orientation entries (dots) and mean response vectors (dotted line) are colored based on trial
type. Note that at virtual endpoints 1 and 2, the mean vector for CI trials is so near to the mean vector for VI trials
that it is superimposed by it. At virtual endpoint 4, the mean vector for VI trials is also barely offset from the target
vector. The target vectors (true orientation to origin) are plotted as thick black lines.
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Supplementary Figure 5B (“Ask” group only): Physical heading vectors plotted separately each ‘physical’ location
(based on physical turning behavior). Orientation entries (dots)and mean response vectors are colored based on
trial type.
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Supplementary Figure 6: Estimated effects of modality weighting on depth error. A: estimated linear model when
pooling all subjects. B: estimated linear models for individual subjects. Note that some subjects sustained relatively
constant depth judgments regardless of modality weighting. Subjects also varied substantially in their mean depth
judgments.
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Supplementary Figure 7: Virtual and physical heading vectors meet an ‘optimal averaging’ point at angles 90º and
270º. The purple line represents a subjects’ virtual heading at the end of the trial, while the teal line represents their
physical heading on the same trial (these are always diametrically opposed). The green line represents the reference
vector for the proprioceptive modality, while the orange line represents the reference vector for the visual modality.
Recall that visual error is always computed by comparing a subject’s virtual heading to the vector to the visual
origin – or, in this case, the angular distance between the purple and orange lines. Conversely, proprioceptive
error compares a subject’s physical heading to the vector to the proprioceptive origin –or, in this case, the angular
distance between the teal and green lines. This diagram shows that visual and proprioceptive errors become equal
when either heading vector (physical or virtual) points towards the 90 or 270 degree axis (perpendicular to the axis
across which movements are mirrored). When aligning with these axes, averaging is maximized.
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Supplementary Figure 8A: Orientation entries on incongruent trials for the ‘no ask’ group. Compared to the ‘ask’
group, entries are distributed more uniformly around the unit circle rather than clustering around homing vectors.
This is indicative of larger errors and/or modality averaging. Mean resultant length (MRL) is indicated in a box
within each figure. This is calculated using the pooled coordinates of one of the heading categories. Because virtual
and physical heading are always diametrically opposed, the MRL of virtual and physical heading are always
equivalent.
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Supplementary Figure 8B: Orientation entries on incongruent trials for of the ‘ask’ group. Entries are distinctly
clustered around their corresponding homing vectors. Note that due to the geometry of the vectors connecting
endpoints 3 and 4 to the origin, there is only a slight (approximately 22.6 degree difference) between the homing
vector of one modality, and the vector diametrically (180º) opposite to the vector of the other modality.
Consequently, if one of the heading vectors is approximately 10º off from its target, this is could situate it at an
optimal averaging position whereby visual and proprioceptive error are equal. It is therefore difficult to tell from
this figure alone whether ‘ask’ subjects were trying to align their virtual heading vectors or their physical heading
vectors with their respective targets, or alternatively averaging, due to the proximity of these three positions.
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